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Miss Murray State
Scheduled March 13
Fourteen coed semifinalists will be
vying for the title when the curtain goes
up on the ninth annual Miss Murray
State University Scholarship Pageant
on the campus Saturday evening,
March 13.
When selected In the competition to
begin at 7:30 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, Miss Murray State
University will _also win the , right to-.
wear the crown into the Miss Kentucky
Pageant in Louisville next summer.
Semifinalists are:
Debbie Benson, sophomore, Marian
Holloway, freshman, Jana Jones,
sophomore, Sarah Sams, senior, and
Jane Wagar, freshman, all of Murray;
Kathy Crow, Kenneth, Mo.,
sophomore; Anita Feezor, Kevil
sophomore; Desiree Herron, freshman,
and Heather McClure, junior, both of
Henderson; Shirley McClellan, Hick-
man sophomore; Peggy Meriedeth,
Barlow junior; Toni Jayne Sparks,
Greenville junior; Jane Syers, Sturgis
senior; and Sheila Diane White, Spring
Grove, Pa., junior.
They were selected by judges from
among 38 hopefuls last fall in a
preliminary judging based on talent,
interviews, and stage appearance. The
winner will compete in the state
pageant from where that winner will
advance to the Miss America Pageant
in Atlantic City, N. J., next fall.
Nancy Spann, a Murray junior, is
serving as the pageant chairperson in
behalf of the sponsoring Student
Activities Board of the Student
Government Association. The theme of
the production this year is In the
Mood."
Helen O'Nan, a Sturgis senior who is
the reigning Miss Murray State
University, will relinquish the crown. A
unicyclist, she was the fourth runnerup
last June in the Miss Kentucky com-
petition.
Miss Kentucky for 1975, Marsha
Griffith of Ashland, will serve as co-
mistress of ceremonies, along with
Mrs."Treva Mathis, the reigning Mrs.
Murray State University. Miss Griffith,
a student at Morehead State Univer-
sity, will also sing and play the trum-
pet.
Also in the entertainment lineup will
be the Men of Note band under the
direction of Dan Beard of Paducah,
which will provide the pageant music,
and a quarter of Jack Crook, Barbara
Burks, Market Barnett, and Ruth Ann
Mills.
. Judges for the pageant are provided
through the Miss Kentucky
organization. They are Ray
DeCamillis, Dick Duncan, and Floyd H.
Edwards, all Louisvillians who are
associated with the Miss Kentucky
Pageant.
The new Miss Murray State will be
awarded a $200 scholarship and a silver
bowl. Other scholarship awards are
$100 for first runnerup, $75 for second,
$50 for third, and $25 for fourth.
Ticket sales for the pageant will
begin Monday, March 1, in the Student
Government Association office in the
Waterfield Student Union Building.
Prices are $5 for patrons, $2 for adults,
$1.75 for Murray State students, and $1
for children under 13 years old.
Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, February 28, 197-8- 15 Per Copy One Section — 10 Pages
RED CROSS DRIVE UNDERWAY—Red Cross Drive advance gifts chair-
man Harvey Ellis, right, presents a check to general drive chairman Pete
Waldrop, on behalf of Peoples Bank. Others working on the advance gifts
campaign in addition to Ellis are Holmes Ellis, Dave Dickson and Waft Ap-
person. Rex Alexander is chairman of this year's drive on the M.SU campus.
The goal for the local effort is $11,500, Waldrop said. The general drive will
begin with a breakfast March 8 at the Holiday Inn.
Easy Passage For
Budget Predicted
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) - The
administration's $5.7 billion budget,
which zipped through the Kentucky
House 98-0, is on its way to the state
Senate for a predictably easy passage.
The vote in the house Friday came
after less than 30 minutes of discussion
- most of it praise from Democrats.
Even Republicans spoke favorably of
Gov. liulian Carroll's 1976-78 budget
proposals, and offered no amendments
to change the bill.
House Minority Leader Harold
DeMarcus, R-Stanford, said he had
learned that trying to amend the budget
is futile.
"Once I tried to amend it,"
DeMarcus recalled. "Morgan ( Rep.
Fred Morgan, D-Paducah, who was
then majority leader told me to sit
down and shut up - the steam roller
was going to roll right over me."
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville,
chairman of the House Appropriations
and Revenue Committee, commented
Senate Overwhelmingly Passes
Free Textbook Measure Friday
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) - Several
lawmakers say the state doesn't need a
bill to provide free textbooks to high
school pupils next fall, but the Ken-
tucky Senate went ahead and passed
the administration-backed measure by
an overwhelming vote.
Century Club Scholarship Enables
Dale Mathis To Pursue The Ministry
By M. C. Garrott
Dale Mathis, 18, wants to become a
Methodist minister, and, thanks to a
learMarray State University Alumni
Association Century Club scholarship
awarded him for his freshman year, he
is getting the opportunity to work
toward that objective.
Dale graduated second in a class of
177 last spring at Calloway County High
School with an academic mark of 97.62
of a possible 100. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Hale Mathis, and lives with
his parents and a brother, Chris, 15, on
a 60-acre farm east of Murray on High-
way 94. Chris is a sophomore at
Calloway County High.
Majoring in English and history at
Murray State, Dale has been interested
in the ministry several years. An active
member of the Palestine Methodist
Church in the eastern part of the
county, he frequently speaks before the
congregation and is a substitute
teacher of a young people's Sunday
School class.
For the past nine years, Dale's father
has been employed by the Calloway
County Road Department His mother,
the former Jerldne Dick of the Hardin
community, is employed in the
cafeteria of the East Elementary
School.
The Century Club scholarship
certainly has meant the opportunity for
me to go to school," he says. "I doubt it
I could have started had it not been for
it since my father has been in ill health
FUTURE MINISTER Dale Mathis, 18, son of Mr. and Mn. Hale Mathis, High-
way 94 east, accepts his spring semester scholarship check from jack Gard-
ner, chairman of the Alumni Association's Calloway County Century Club,
while others of the 42 recipients in 1975 look on. Dale, a graduate of
Calloway County High School, is majoring in English and history in
preparation for a career as a Methodist minister.
and my brother and I have been helping
more and more on the farm.
"A lot of people around Murray don't
realise what educational opportunities
are available to them right here at
home," he went on. "We can go all the
way through elementary, junior high
and high school and still have a fine
University right here at home to attend
if our financial resources are limited."
Dale's scholarship is one of 42 made
possible last year by contributions from
members of the Century Club, an
organization composed of alumni,
public officials, business leaders and
individuals interested in and concerned
about higher education and Murray
State University.
The county-wide Century Clubs have
been formed across West Kentucky
Each year their members make con-
tributions ranging from $100 to $1,000 to
provide the $500 scholarships for
promising high school seniors wishing
to continue their education at Murray
State. No funds are carried over from
one year to the next. All are awarded
the year they are contributed.
John Edd Walker, manager of the
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative at Mayfield, is the general
chairman of this year's Century Club
campaign.
Jack Gardner, retired assistant
director of personnel services at the
University, is the chairman of the
Calloway County chapter, which last
year contributed $10,600 to the
program. The Calloway County club
has 73 members, which includes a net
gain of 40 contributors in the past twn
years when Guy Billington was the
county chairman.
The 1976 fund campaign currently
underway with a new group of
scholarships recipients scheduled to be
selected this spring from the top
graduating high school seniors in ttif
area.
Sen. John Berry, D-New Castle, said
that he's "against th idea of govern-
ment becoming the answer to
everything." He said providing free
books to all pupils benefits the rich as
well as the poor and the money ear-
marked for the program could be spent
more wisely.
Instead, free textbooks should be
provided only to those pupils whose
parents can't buy them, just as free
lunches are given to indigent children,
he said.
Sen. Tom Ward, D-Versailles, said
-this is not a welfare program" and
said it was the first step in carrying out
Gov. Julian Carroll's pledge to provide
free books to all pupils by the end of his
term.
He said that Kentucky has more
school dropouts that any other state,
indicating that many children quit
school because they can't afford books.
Sens. Tom Easterly, D-Frankfort,
John Lackey, 13-Richmond, and Joe
Graves, R-Lexington, countered that
statement. Easterly voted for the bill
with "great reluctance," while Lackey,
-Berry and Graves voted against it.
Graves said evidence indicates to
him that those pupils who quit school
did so because they aren't interested in
education, not because they can't
afford books.
Under the bill, not all textbooks for
high school pupils would be free. But it
would relieve the pupils from buying
social studies and language arts books,
beginning in the fall.
Lackey said Kentucky currently is
enjoying a revenue surplus because of a
booming coal industry and as a result
has the money to spend on the textbook
program. But he warned that may not
always be the case.
Senate President Pro-Tern Joe
Prather, 13-Vine Grove, said "it's one of
the finest steps forward we've taken in
a long time," and that "I know of no
measure that has greater public sup-
port."
Berry said he had found few in his
cEstrict who favored the bill.
Continued Mild
Sunny and continued mild today with
highs in the low to mid 7(s. Highs in the
low to mid 70s. Beceining partly cloudy
tonight and Sunday. Lows tonight in
the mid to upper 40s. Highs Sunday in
the upper 60s. Cloudy with chance of
showers Monday.
The Senate also raised from the dead
a House-passed bill that had been killed
on the Senate floor Thursday. After
lengthy debate on proper parliamen-
tary procedures, the upper chamber
approved the measure to allow school
officials to designate areas where high
school pupils may legally smoke.
The bill died Thursday when the roll
call revealed a 15-15 deadlock. In the
Senate, a measure dies when the vote is
tied.
However, in such cases a bill can be
resurrected if a member who voted
against it changes his mind and makes
a motion to reconsider a measure.
That is what Sen. Jim Hammond, a
Democrat and freshman from
Prestonsburg, did and the bill even-
tually passed 18-13.
Other measures passed by the Senate
Friday included:
-A bill permitting Kentuckians to
purchase personalized license plates if
they are willing to pay $25 extra for
them. The plates could contain two to
six letters or numbers but no "ob-
jectional" words would be allowed.
that many of the legislators "are voting
on this on faith."
He said they should be grateful to
their colleagues who spent long hours
scrutinizing the budget, prior to the
start of the legislative session and
during the budget hearings held daily
during the last month.
Clarke said he knew of no other
executive budget "that received the
scrutiny this one did."
Morgan, who has served in the House
since 1946, concurred with Clarke.
He said he remembered "when the
governor's budget was introduced,
referred to committee - and received
its first reading in eight minutes flat."
The bill that the House
Appropriatiops and Revenue
Committee sent to the floor was a
slightly amended version of the original
bill submitted by the administration.
However, 26 amendments were left
behind in the committee and never
voted on.
One of the changes sought by the
committee and agreed to by the ad-
ministration was new language
specifying that only those capital
construction projects outlined in the




Johnny McDougal, director of
student financial aid at Murray State
University, will visit Murray High
School and Calloway County High
School next week to discuss student
financial aid opportunities at Murray
State.
He will be available to meet with
students at Murray High from 8:30 to
11:30 a.m. on Wednesday, March 3, in
Mrs. Charlotte Barker's office and with
students at Calloway County from 8:30
to 11:30 a.m. Thrusciay. March 4, in
Mrs. Alberta Korb's office.
He said discussions will center an
student financial aid opportunities-
campus employment, grants, and
loans-for both this summer and the
1976-77 school year.
Parents with questions about
financial aid at Murray State for their
children are welcome to visit or to call
the Student Financial Aid Office,
Basement, Sparks Hall, Murray State
University, telephone 762-2546.
Final Audubon Series Lecture
Slated Tuesday At University
"Treasure of East Africa" is the title
of the film-lecture to be presented by
Bower E. Rudrud at Murray State
University Tuesday, March 2, as the
last of a series of five program,y the
National Audubon Society o the
campus this year.
Open to the public at no admission
charge, the program at 7 p. m. in the
auditorium of the University School is
sponsored by the Department of
Biological Sciences.
A full length color motion picture
I approximately 90 minutes), the
Audubon Wildlife Film is a skillfully
photographed portrait of East Africa,
showing scenes that range from the
modern capital city of Nairobi, Kenya,
to the most primitive of spear-carrying
Masai tribesmen who are just minutes
away from the beautiful city with its
new college, lovely boulevards, and
flowering trees.
A variety of fascinating wildlife is
shown as the camera captures a
panorama of East Africa - from the
shadow of Mt. Kilimanjaro, from a
flight over the Great Rift Valley, Lake
Victoria, and the Ruwenzori Mountains
Tributes To Be Paid To Dr. Carr, MSU's First President,
Some of the events of the life and
administration of the first president of
Murray State University will be
highlighted Monday, March 15, when
the University observes its first
Commemoration Day.
Tributes will be paid, both at
rededication ceremonies for the
school's newly-remodeled health
building and a Commemoration Day
dinner immediately following, to Dr.
John Wesley Carr, who lived to be more
than 100 years of age before his death
February 18, 1960.
Three of Dr. Carr's grandchildren
are expected to be on the campus to
participate in the activities, which
University officials hope will develop
into a traditional mid-winter ob-
servance for the campus and the
community.
Miss Ruth Holton of Tulsa, Okla., will
he present, as will Frank C. Carr,
garrington 111.. and Charles Carr,
Bloomfield Hills, Mich. In addition to
participating in the dinner program,
they also will take part in the unveiling
of an oil painting of the first president in
the health building, which bears his
name, during the rededication
program, which begins at 6 p.m.
Tours of the remodeled health
building will be conducted from 4 to 6
p.m. by members of Sigma Delta, an
honorary physical education fraternity
at the University. Father Martin
Mattingly, pastor of St. Leo's Church in
Murray and an avid sports enthusiast,
will give the dedicatory prayer, and Dr.
Constantine W. Curtis, president of the
University, will make the dedicatory
remarks.
Dr. Chad Stewart, chairman of the
Department of Recreation and
Physical Education, and Dr. James W.
Fisher, pastor of the First United
Methodist Church, Murray, also will
participate.
Miss Holton, the only daughter of Dr
Carr and Mrs. Rachel Ashcraft Carr
and a school teacher for 45 years, the
last 36 at Central High School in Tulsa.
also is expected to discuss her gran-
dfather's life and some of his
philosophy at the Commemoration Day
dinner following the rededication.
It will begin at 6:45 p.m. in the
ballroom of the Student Union Building,
and a large crowd of alumni, former
students and faculty and friends of the
Carr family in the community are
expected. Tickets to the dinner are $400
each, and reservations should be made
by calling 762-2796 at the University.
Dr. Carr was 64 years of age when he
became president of the University
when it was first founded in 1923. Many'
of its "firsts" occurred during the first
of his two administrations. He also was
president from 1933 until 1936.
It was under his administration that
the first student body was assembled,
the first faculty employed, the library
established, the orchestra, chorus,
football, baseball, and basketball
programs started.
He also employed the first athletic
director, offered the first teaching
certificates, and directed the establish-
ment of the departments of science.
history, geography, education,
English, music and others as well as the
college yearbook.
Dr. Carr, known as the "Grand Old
Man of Murray," also served as dean
during the administration of Dr. Rainey
T. Wells, founder and second president.
When he was 74 years of age, he ac-
cepted the joint duties of president and
dean after Dr. Wells resigned in 1933.
In 1953, at the age of 94, he "took his
vacation" and resided there-after in
New York where his sons had their
homes. His 87 years in the classroom
had been "a glorious adventure," he
write shortly before hi 4 death at the
age of 100.
to Uganda, from the famous Kazinga
channel connecting Lake Edward with
Lake George, from the Lake Manyara
area in the rain forest of Tanzania,
from the top of the Ngorongoro volcanic
crater, one of the world's largest, and
from the Serengeti Plains.
Filmed by Rudrud and his wife Alice,
the motion picture follows the animals
as they roam their environments.
Among those shown in the spectacular
wildlife shots are the Thomson gazelle,
elephant, vervet monkey, Cape buffalo,
giraffe, hippo, kob, impala, bushbuck
zebra, wildebeest, dik-dik, rhino, and
an array of birds that includes the most
beautiful of all, the bee eater, along
with the inevitable carnivores, the lion,
cheetah, and leopard.
Rudrud, an ardent naturalist and
environmentalist, is a professional
photographer who holds the coveted
Master of Photography degree
awarded by the Professional
Photographers of America.
The North Dakotan has also made
several photographic expeditions to the
Caribbean and to Midway Island in the
Pacific.
March 15
Dr. Alta Wesley Carr
MOW, First President
• 1' . _
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By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: It started out to be a blue holiday season
until I saw you on the Dinah Shore show on New Year's
Eve. Abby, just seeing you on that show changed my life.
You announced to millions of people that you were making a
New Year's resolution that you weren't going to interrupt
‘laanybody!
When I heard you say that I realized that had been my
roproblem all my life. I always talked too much. I never let
?ritnybody finish a sentence.
"" I am a salesman, Abby, and I'm a good one, but my boss
used to take me aside and suggest that I listen instead of
"'talk so much. I never took him seriously. I don't know why
it didn't hit home until I heard you say it.
Thanks for the best idea I've had in years!
L. IN LOS ALAMITOS
,., DEAR L.: Making a resolution is one thing —keeping it,
,another. So far, I've kept it, but it's not easy. Write to me in
June and let me know how you're doing. And lotsa luck!
;' • DEAR ABBY: I think I have the perfect way to shut off
...The flow of gossip from an older woman without being
disrespectful.













a great eetertainer wko really entertains
make a date Now for this Sender evening al
Sonny and Vada Puckett's
BARN
JACK STAULCUP DINNER DANCE
Mar 4th and first Thurs. each month
THE BRENDA LEE SHOW MARCH 18
These two shows by appointment only
The BARN, So. Fulton, Ky. Phone 901-479-3836
Abby Resolves Not
To Interrupt in 1976
hear, so when she'd tell me something, I would ask, "Are
you praying for her?" (Or him, or them, as the case might
be.)
She admitted that she was not. Then I would tell her that
they needed a lot of prayers, and she should be praying for
them every day.
A few instances of that, and she didn't bring me any more
gossip.
C. S. IN LAKELAND, FLA.
DEAR C.: Beautiful. Your suggestion may inspire people
who haven't prayed in years to resume praying.
DEAR ABBY: We are the parents of two adopted
Oriental childfen, and we'd like to say a word on behalf of all
adopted children of different ethnic backgrounds.
Strangers constantly stop us in public places and gush
variations of the following: "Look at those dolls! Aren't
they precious? Look at those eyes!" Then they ask, "Where
did you get them? Are they Chinese, Korean, Vietnamese,
Filipino or Japanese?" (They never guess correctly.)
Meanwhile, our children stand there wondering why their
blood lines and ancestry are so all-fired important to these
loud strangers who carry on as though the children are deaf.
Such scenes have already made the little one painfully shy.
We adopted these children because we wanted to share
our lives with them, not because of their doll-like cuteness
Please tell people that if they want to gush, they should
find a poodle to babble over. One man even picked up our
little daughter and carried her off to "show his wife" in
another part of the store. We were horrified when we
discovered she was missing.
Next time I hope he picks up a Doberman to "show his
wife."
Please print this, Abby. It may make those who behave
this way realize that we parents don't appreciate such
compliments, and it only makes our children feel like freaks.
OREGON MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: Here's your letter. I hope it helps.
Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 29, 1976
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIM
Mar. tri to Apr. 20)
A good day in which to review
your goals and your methods of
attaining them. Even the
smallest improvement could
help build a sturdier foundation
for the future.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) 6467
Emphasize your innate
tolerance and good will. Avoid
any tendnecy toward in-
directness, beating about the
bush. A nice personal
relationship could be at stake.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21) nii9r-
A day which you can mold
pretty much tc your liking.
Take a firm and knowing stand
early spa plan:your ' schedule
smartly. Make no snap
decisions, however.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23)
Avoid a tendency to "fly off
the handle" if you feel wronged.
If you MUST express griev-
ances, do so in a diplomatic
manner.
LEO
I July 24 to Aug. 23) 4124g
Tread watchfully — to avoid
needless errors and rubbing
others the wrong way. Tact and





shiP4 , S Electric
Range
Your electric range cooks best when it's used correctly. Here
are tips on how to get top efficiency from it.
1. Use flat-bottomed pans that fit the cooking element you're using. This reduces
waste heat and cooking time.
2. Cook in the oven as much as you can. Since an electric range oven is ther-
mostatically controlled, it is on only about one third of each hour It is used.
3. Use the oven for cooking food, not for heating the kitchen. A small electric heater
does a wore efficient job.
4. Don't use the oven to toast bread; the toaster is much more efficient.
5. Avoid opening the oven door until the food is cooked. Each time you open the door,
20 per cent of the heat escapes. This can also cause improper browning and even
baking failure.
6. Cut off the oven and surface elements a few minutes before the food is cooked.
The residual heat will finish the job.
7. Whenever possible, cook several foods in the oven at the same time.
8. It takes a lot of energy to heat water. Use as little as possible to cook foods.
9. When food boils, reduce the heat to low. The food will cook just as fast, but with
less electricity.
10. Keeps pots and pans bright and shiny. This allows food to cook faster.
11. You can reduce the oven temperature setting 25 degrees when you cook in glass
or ceramic dishes.
12. Tight-fitting lids on pots and pans make cooking faster and keep the kitchen




keep matters running smoothly
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) W011
Inspired ideas may be
followed now by outstanding
creative accomplishments.
Good organizing will help to
leave time for social activities.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) an
If you do not understand a
situation, seek counsel from
more experienced heads. Do not
rely on guesswork. It could only
lead to confusion.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nvelti
You can make your per-
sonality felt in several areas
now, but be sufficiently
prepared in situations by which
you hope to profit.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
If intuition strongly dictates,
sow's the time to start making
concrete plans for that new
venture. Don't launch until mid-
week, however.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. V to Jan. 20) iti;".6 C
Don't let friends persuade you
to spend too much on en-
tertainment. In a few days,
you'd regret it. Otherwise, all
should go well.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
3ew
False impressions, violent
altercations may crop up in
your vicinity. Be ready, eager
to quell them. There's more
than one way to get around an
undesirable situation. Find it!
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) Xer
A splendid period to renew
affectionate ties through
mutual interests and pleasures.
Your domestic affairs are
especially favored.
YOU BORN TODAY are
agreeable, an eager student, a
willing worker if you consider
the goal worthwhile. You never
tire in effort, but can become
uncertain about whether your
endeavors are appreciated.
Ascertain if your methods and
standards are top-notch, but do
not fret or be fearful. Provide
for the "rainy days," when you
must call upon savings. But
STOP worrying; it hampers
your own achievement Your
responsible nature and vision fit
you for modern attainment: you
research thoroughly, are ar-
tistic. You have staying power
and a knack for handling people
locked in disputes.
Steaks will not curl when
broiling if slits have been cut in













Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
Hardin-Berkley Masonic
and Eastern Star Lodges will
have a sausage and pancake
breakfast from six a.m. to
eleven a.m, at the lodge hall.
Murray Civic Music
Association will present
"P.D'Q. Bach," a hilarious
spoof of "serious" music at
8:15 p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium MSU.
Murray Shrine Club will
have a potluck sipper at the
Woodmen of the World Hall at
6:30 p.m.
Murray High School Junior
Class will present the comedy,
"Finders Creepers" at 7:30
p.m. at the Murray Middle
School auditorium. Admission
is $1.00 and $1.50.
Hazel Woman's Christian
Temperance Union will meet
at Dees Bank of Hazel at two
p.m. Program theme will be
"New Horizons and Human
Concern."
Alpha Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will hold its
luncheon meeting at noon at
the club house.
"Scapino" will be presented
at MS University Theatre at
eight p.m.
Sunday, February 29
Free blood pressure tests
will be given at the Seventh
Day Adventist medical van at
Bel Air Shopping Center.
Skating party for all adults
and children of St. John's
Episcopal Church will be held
at Benton at four p.m. with the
group to meet at the church at
3:15 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Cox will
be honored on their 50th
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the Kirksey
United Methodist Church from
two to five p.m.
Monday, March 1
Chapter M of P. E. 0. will
meet with Mrs. James
Parker, Lynn Grove Road, at
7:30 p.m.
Acteens of First Baptist
Church will meet at 3:30 p.m.
at Fellowship Hall.
Bethany Sunday School
Class, First Baptist Church,
will meet at six p.m. in
Fellowship Hall.
Esther Sunday School Class
of Memorial Baptist Church
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Adeline Wilson at seven p. m.
Tuesday, March 2
The KSALPN, District 17,
will meet at Westview Nursing
Home at seven p. m. Members
are urged to attend.
Murray Alumnae Chapter of
Sigma Alpha Iota will meet at
the home of Mrs. Eugene
Berrill at seven p.m.
Group H, First Christian
Church CWF, will meet at
church at two p.m. with Mrs.
P. A. Hart and Mrs. Bordeaux
as hostesses and Mrs. George
Perkins as program leader.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Annie Armstrong
with Mrs. Edgar Shirley and
Dororthy with Mrs. Durwood
Beatty, both at ten a.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p.m. at
Lutheran Church.
Delta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house.
Tuesday, March 2
Flits Center will open at ten
a.m. for Senior Citizens with
ituich at noon, band practice
at 12:45 p.m., and square
dance lessons at 2:15 p.m.
Quilting ladies will teach
lesson at Robertson School at
10:30 a.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens Arts
and Crafts Group will meet at
the Dexter Community Center
at 9:30 a.m.
Women's Guild of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will meet at
one p.m. at Gleason Hall.
Lee-Ohs Lassiter Circle of
Good Shepherd United
Vlethodist Churhc will meet
with Phyllis Roberts at seven
p.m.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from noon to four p.m.
hierIlly ?loom Propos Ithoirlims 753434
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Recitals by Sarah E. genii;
Murray, senior recital in flute,'
will be at two p.m., Rosanna
Reccius, Louisville, soprano,
and Joe David Cox, Benton,
bass, joint senior recital at
3:30 p.m., all in the Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, MSU.
Mr. and Mrs. Felix E. Beach
will be honored on their 60th
weeding an,' ea. sary with a
receptioztAne Community
Room, ...-deral Savings and
Loan, from two to four p.m.
Family requests no gifts.
Murray Music Teachers
Association will present
eleven students in a piano
recital in the Choir Room of
the Fine Arts Building, MSU,
at 2:30p.m.
Monday, March 1
Annual meeting of Elm
Grove Cemetery Association
will be held at the church at
seven p.m.
Executive Board of Murray
Woman's Club will not meet.
Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will meet at
the Calloway County Public
Library at seven p.m.
Monday, March 1
Douglas Civic Improvement
Club will meet at seven p. m.
at the North Second Street
Community Center.
Greenhouse will be open for
Senior Citizens to work
starting at 9:30 a.m. Call 753-
0929 for information.
Alateen will meet at seven
p.m. at AA Hall.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church at
seven p.m.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Kathleen Jones at
church parlor at 7:15 p.m..and
Lottie Moon with Mrs. Glenn
Wooden at 7:30 p.m.
scans DRUG
1205 CHESTNUT STREET
Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs





March 2 - 7:00 p. m.
"at Littletons"
—Register For Door Prizes-
-Refreshments—
LITT N'S
"The Happy Yellow Store"
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Guest Editorial
They're Off
Already the political quips
have started, and I suspect we
are going to get awfully tired of
them by general election time
this November.
A Hubert Humphrey doll is
supposed to be on the market.
Wind it up and it runs and runs
and runs. Senator Humphrey




The way the political poi&
are turning out, it is com-
mented, Ford had better have a
better idea.
A voter says his wife knows
so little about politics that she
still writes to Ronald Reagan in
care of Warner Brothers.
—Mem (IL) News
Your individual Horoscope
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, acconiing
to the stars.
( Mar 21 to Apr. II) Ird4
ARIES
A day in which to get your
house in order. Check your files,
correspondence, agreements.
Keep your ultimate aims and
goals in mind, and refuse to be
side-tracked by anyone.
( Apr. 21 to May 11) blE,
TAURUS
Don't let a moody or
emotional person get you down
Maintain and promote your sett-
esteem and stress your innately
optimistic side. It may not be
easy but it will be neceseery.
( May 72 to June 21) SO-
GEM IN1
You may be attracted to an
individual who seems aloof,
Indifferent. Making a gesture of
friendship mid prove an ins-
portiuit move in changing the
situation.
( June 22 to July 23) 0
CANCILIR
Your career, ambitions and
FOR MONDAY, MARCH L. WS
standing with business associ-
able are highlighted now, and
your ,feelings of optimians will
be justified by events.
1.1:0
( July 14 to Aug. 23) 444t
Wait and watch before you
undertake new ventures, litt do
not hesitate where real ad-
vantages abound. A somewhat
mild day, but "tricky" in spots.
VIRGO
(Aug. St to Sept 23) IPUA,
While there is little to prevent
you from carrying on as
planned, as you mast, there are
unexpected events and details
that may crop up, so be ready to
Cope.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 73) arn
You may encounter some
natural differences of wink"
so adjustments and com-
promise will be in wow. Deal
yield where matters el bleb
principle are at stake, beweVer.
annum)
(Oct 74 to Nov. 22) "AP
Swims thought shout. he
given Mire bibs - swim
steps. Don't let superficial
attractiveness Mind you to
R. Gene McCutcheon, editor
10 Years Ago
Deputy Sheriffs Curt Willoughby led
Hardie Kelso are pictured at the back of
a cabin on Kentucky Lake in which a
still and a quantity of mash and
whiskey was located.
Deaths reported included (Toad)
Edwards, Almo Route One, and Mrs.
Charlie Young, Graves County,
Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield
has announced that the Office of
Economic Opportunity had approved a
grant to finance a Head Start program
In Murray.
Wade Roberts has been promoted to
Unit Ranger of the Kentucky Forestry
Division and Boyce McCuiston has been
named as fire guard for Calloway
County.
Murray State University beat Austin
Peay SO to 73 in basketball.
20 Years Ago
Dr. P. A. Hart, pioneer surgeon in
Calloway County, died this morning at
the age of 73 at the Murray Hospital.
Murray was buffeted by high winds
yesterday; however the tornadoes
forecast for Southwest Kentucky failed
to materialise. The temperature
dropped from 68 to 32 during the day.
New Concord lost to North Marshall
in the Fourth District Basketball
Tournament. Lamb got 21 points for
New Concord.
Births reported included a girl,
Debbie Lee, to Mr. and Mrs. Orian Lee
Darnell on February 16, and a boy, Paul
David, Jr., to Mr. and Mrs. Paul David
Grogan on February 17.
Good catches of crappie are being
reported on Kentucky Lake by John
Shroat, manager of the Kentucky Lake
State Park Boat Dock.
30 Years Ao
Officers for the Murray Chamber of
Commerce reelected were Luther
Robertson, president, George Hart,
vice-president, A. B. Austin, recording
secretary, and Ronald Cinwchill,
treasurer. Max Hurt is executive
secretary and Made Patterson is
assistant secretary.
Paul (Cricket) Perdue has been
named training officer for the Veterans
Administration in eighteen counties in
West Kentucky with his headQuarters
in the Murray State College
auditorium.
Deaths reported this week 'whelp
Sgt. William Smith, Mrs. Lee Wilson.
age 85, Robert H. White, age 74, L K
Pinkley, Sr., Robert Farmer, age 64,
and Mack W. Harris, age 78.
Births reported include a girl to Mr
and Mrs. Joe We,aks, Jr., on Februar!.;
27.
Marriages reported include Yada
Mae Riley to Watson H. Roberts on
February 5, and Jane Ann Morris to
Glindel J. Reaves on February 24.
Ann Littleton, Ann Brown, Anna
Merle Fellers, Martha Strayborn, Sue
Underwood, Ruth Melton, Mary Anna
Rule, Beth Broach, Charlene Orr,
Bobbie Grubbs, Patty Sue Clopton, and
Jo Ann Farris of Murray State College
competed with basketball teams from
other Kentucky colleges at the annual
Women's Athletic Association meeting
held at Lexington.
flaws at the core oi today's
propositions.
SAGIMR1US
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
A day in which to mart*
progressively with the best.
Your deep knowledge of human
nature and ability to tranwend
the ordinary will enbence your
status.
( Dec. n is Jos w) Vi61(
CAPIUCORN
Poor gelation's( could dis.
tract, send you completely off
coarse in some cases. A favor-
able period for capitalising on
new Ideas, berme.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 111)
Lay the gronadwork for
future aims new dem some
new-type pins aro Whined —
"lbw, wampeolially, through
si aweless or posibly, to a
timid Om than year present
alla
(Feb. IS to Mar. 10) X
The vial's sad drive
siscesem to schism m yes
should mast mine from "Uhl"
Bolster year self-centidenee
Jere#
and do not nominate
challenges. Press for
ted gains.
YOU BORN TODAY have
been endowed with keen in-
telligence; are innately
generous and bunisnitarian hi
your instincts and impulses
The Phase Is also intensely
emodenal sod when he allows
hi 'hart le rate bla Mad,- as
so eftes luppms, be finds
Wm* M difficulty. Risen)
felledIrity are qualities
lei& these ef your Sign MUST
hen to aidisire d they wouid
attain the hiogy sad mecca/sad
Via vibith:CA14 be theirs. Your
lahddon and pereeptivenew are
estdanding, as is your con-
sclendosasesa in handling
responsibility. Extremely
vecamtile, there dream fields
ROW 10 yew /dials bat you
woull pron, be floppiest In
he fields of medicate, art
sockagy, ramie, ,NWIMielso or
literature. Birthed* of
Aapetes behi-Cusdem. huh-
Arias% eadi EswiS Nivea,




Edaterfale and epielsosSed areas as this sap aft preosioed ter
the purpose et preiriesig a brim far Ws bee waft. el
foveae& Laws b as ear it reopme is sibselsbakirla
cseruoristed weeks ate seoierssod
The idlers el iiiii helm that el ta bout
articles isars=s1=1 psissiel the editorial
pIubemifly d tbk eniumpar meld be. assarrice to uur readers
therefore in am readers seeds mu agree ida se editorial stand or
the taw pealsoug by se bdialest armor is a =km& to respond
With to lies. se Se pirtiodir Ism Moms dimmest
40 Years Ago
Actual construction work on the new
health building and the home demon-
stration house at Murray State College
will begin by March 1, according to Dr.
J. W. Carr, dean of Murray State.
A huge dam across the Tennessee
River at Gilbertsville has been
recommended by the Tennessee Valley
Authority in Washington, D. C. Sites at
Aurora and Shannon proposed
previously on the lower Tennessee
River have been abandoned by the
TVA.
Deaths reported include Dorothy Dell
Rhodes, age 15, Lynn Grove, Tom G.
Askew, age 90, Stewart County, and
Alfred D. Harrison, age 81, Mayfield.
A large still of about 250 gallon
capacity was destroyed February 23 by
Sheriff Carl Kingins and Deputy J. I.
Fox who were working with federal
agents.
Registration for the spring semester
at Murray State College finds 239
students from Calloway County
enrolled for classwork.
Published this week is an article on
The History of Murray High School as
written by Mariam McElrath.
"Creme often says — in a quick and
sudden death," from the column, "Just
Jots" by Joe T. Lovett.
Bible Thought
Therefore to him that knoweth to
do good, and doeth it not, to him it
Is sin. James 4:17.
It is said, "The road to hell is
'paved with good intentions." The
Christian cannot only know good,
he must do it.
Isn't It The Truth
Information leaked from the Internal
Revenue Service reveals that women
outnumbered men as informers on tax
cheats in 1974 by more than two-to-one —
most of them ex-wives, office wives,
former mistresses, and green-eyed neigh-
bor ladies.
OPINION PAGE]






NEW YORK ( AP) — The United
States may be wasting billions of
dollars a year by falling to concentrate
medical and health research where the
problems are, Walter McNerney,
president of the Blue Cross Association,
believes.
McNerney said it is increasingly
evident that the betterment of national
health and well being Is to be found in a
study of environment, life-style and
culture, ,ircan which many modern
allmeats arise.
Nevertheless, he said, the often
uncoordinated efforts of the vast health
care industry seem to focus on research
areas that offer relatively minor
possibilities of improvement, and on
development of exotic equipment and
hospitals.
Referring to the costs involved, he
said: "We're doing a good job of doing
some old things, but it won't change
even if we do an excellent job."
Traditional approaches to delivering
health care leave the country "in a bind
between cost and payoff," he said.
Proof that new approaches must be
tried, be said, is evidence that
Increased expenditures no longer
produce improved results.
McNerney said that health care now
costs $170 billion a year, but that "we
could double that and not make a major
Impact on some of the key health in-
dices" by continuing existing methods.
Instead, he said, a holistic approach
must be attempted, that is, a coor-
dinatdd attack on the problem rather
than the current fragmented emphasis
on only various aspects of tbe problem.
Studies that offer the greatest
poesibilities for raising till=
level of health, he SWAN
in the areas of engileanmso4illiael$411
and culture.
Blue Cross, he said, already has a
contract from the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare to
examine its records in search of clues
to occupational causes of disease.
But, he said, hospitals must cooperate
by beginning to ask more searching
questions about possible occiipilctihZ
hazards.
In the United States, occupational
hazards alone have been estimated by
the National Safety Council to cost $1.6
billion in 1974,a figure even the council
concedes "is likely to be a gross an-
derstatement. "
As an indication of what he termed a
"disjunction between the problem and
the resources," McNerney noted dot
the Department of HEW spends $68
million on biochemical cancer remora
and under $10 million on possible en-
vironmental causes, where study is
more likely to produce results.
Who is to blame for the misplaced
emphasis that McNerney maintains is
Widespread? "We're all to blame," be
said. "It is only recently that we began
to notice."
The new, holistic approach,.
especially as it relates to environment,
life-style and culture, will take time to
develop, be conceded. "The health
establbdunent needs a shakeup," be
said. •
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FTC Conducting Investigation
Of 72-Million Member Blue Shield
By DAVE RILEY
Amecieted Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
Federal Trade Commission is
Investigating the huge Blue
Shield insurance system to
determine if physician control
of the 72-million member
program stifles competition
and contributes to the
dramatic increase in health
care costs for all Americans.
Blue Shield now provides
physician-care insurance for
40 per cent of the nation's
population and pays out over
$3 billion annually in doctor's
fees, the FTC said.
The FTC said today its non-
public investigation will en-
compass all of the 71 Blue
Shield plans across the nation
as well as the National
Association of Blue Shield
Plans.
Blue Shield officials said




Deaths (morn uterine (womb)
cancer have been reduced about
SS per cent in the last 40 yews.
but they could be further
reduced if women would take
adveasage of regular annual
checkups and we a physician
prasaptly in the event of abnor-
mal bleeding.
Uterine cancer is the fourth
moot COMI11011 caine of death
frorn cancer in women, ex-
ceeded by breast. colon-rectum.
and lung cancers. in that order
Uterine cancer mars in one
of two forms -- in the en -
dornetriurn (the lining time in-
side the iffer part or body of
the uterus) and in the cervix
(portion which extends into the
vagina).
Canter in the body of the
womb develops primarily in
wornen aged Se or older. The
American Cancer Society (ACM
estiellable that I:7.000 new cam
• be disguised is W75 and
hat beet•allee deaths will result
fees ills laseet
FTC investigation. They also
said the investigation was not
evidence of any illegality and
they defended physician in-
volvement with Blue Shield.
FTC officials gave ma details
of the planned investigation,
except to say they would study
control of Blue Shield by
physicians and its impact on
competition and delivery of
healthcare services to all
Americans.
But it was learned that the
agency is concerned, among
other things, that the plan's
large share of the physician-
care business allegedly gives
Blue Shield a major voice in
determining the prevailing
fees charged by physicians in
any given community.
There were indications the
Investigation lould touch on
contentions that since medical
doctors themselves control the
program, competition from
oilier health plans not ad-
ministered by doctors is in-
terfered with.
Physician control of Blue
Shield varies from plan to plan
but physicians involved in
administration of Blue Shield
basically are determining the
amounts that Blue Shield will
pay them for services
performed for subscribers.
A three-month investigation
last year by The Associated
Press concluded that Blue
Shield's practices encourage
physicians to raise their bills.
The national Blue Shield
association requires local
boards of directors to have a
majority of "public" mem-
bers representing subscribers
Instead of doctors. But The AP
investigation found that many
of these "public" members
are chosen by doctor* and
hospitals rather than by
subscribers.
Uterine Cancer
By F.J.L Ithringerne. MD
After their childbearing years.
many women, imperially thole in
lower income groups and thole
who live in rural area& neglect
having periodic checkups A
prompt examination by a physi-
cian is needed in the event of ab-
normal vaginal bleeding. A
minor procechire, a D and C
dilation and curettage). to
remove some of the enclornetnal
tissue for study under a
microscope. may be mambal to
determine if cancer is present.
Treatment is wally succeseful
and life-saving in early cams
Cancer of the cervix tends to
occur in younger women. ACS
estimates that a000 women will
develop cervical cancer this
year and that this disease will
resuk in 7,707 deaths during 1974
It is more common in Puerto
Rican and black women than in
wbha women.
Cervical cower is diagnosed
by an exaniinstion k musk in-
chides a Nom er • Pap strew
obtained by rubbing off some of
the cervical tame and studying
it under a microscope. Many
cases we detected early while
the disease is confined to tlw ar-
t ace tissue (carcinoma in situt.
and the chances of permanent
cure *this stage we eseellem
A virus infection (herpes
sonnies 2) in the vagina arid cer-
vix is corral:bred to have a
bie causal relationship to cervi-
cal cancer Perhaps later
research may develop a vaccine
to act as a preventive against
this type of infection. but such a
vaccine is not yet available
Early diagnols and appropn-
ate trestmere are the kris to in-
creasing the cure rates of
uterine cancer
Q Mrs. P.R sates that she has
a relative who is 'subject to
Casting opine and wonders if it
could be epilepsy.
A Your relative may be sib-
act to drops is his blood pies'
Government figures show
that doctors' fees have risen 85
per cent in the past 10 years,
compared to a 68 per cent
Increase in the over-all cost of
living. The AP investigation
concluded that the soaring
medical costs resulted in pert
from tbe fa;hire of Blue Shield
to impose c 1st controls on
physiciana.
It has been indicated the
FTC will attempt in its probe
to determine If doctors in-
volved with Blue Shield are in
a conflict-of-interest situation
In setting the formulas that
establish the fees they and
other doctors are to be paid for
their services.
The FTC said, however, that
the investigation of Blue
Shield does not impty that
there are any violations of the
law and the probe could slid
without any action being taken
by the government.
are which depose an adequate
supply of blood to has brain.
resulting in fawning epuodas.
Also, some persons have leni-
tive "carotid reflex" in the neck
so that a tight-fitting collar may
cause a drop in primpurel recall
a nun who &nes fainted each
morning when he turned his
head *fide hocking his car from
PS garage A larger collar gave
hirri relief The beit way to he
are about epilepsy is with a
brain wave tea Your relative
should have a careful examine-
tion to determine the cater of his
laintirur episode&
Q Mr Lit ails if et sties
that suicide is 'breeding in the
tinned States among diddres
and young peraons
A. Suicide us both groups is
escalating. Among children.
alter accident& suicide is the
second moat common calm af
death.
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Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sportil Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipaatt
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Fins 'n Feathers
Ira T/MaM WHE i q ueekll acQicatimi to the hunters. fiihermen and when, who enjoy the reti unix of the out nf annex
LARRY'S LUNKER — You would smile too if you went fishing and topped a stringer of
five bass with a 6 pound 12 ounser. Larry McCarty had the day off from Jerry's
Restaurant last Tuesday and ventured down to Cypress Springs to catch this nice




available for "Eagles 1976
Bicentennial Weekend,"
February 27-29, at Lake
Barkely State Resort Park
located just west of Cadiz,
Kentucky.
The seventh annual event is
sponsored by the Kentucky
Department of Parks and
TVA's Land Between The
Lakes, and will include a
three-day round of Lodge
sessions and field trips with
such well known persons as
the renowned nature
photographer Karl
Maslowski, a recipient of
national wildlife film awards
as well as an award winning
columnist. Mr. Maslowski will
provide participants with
helpful hints in the art of
nature photography with
emphasis on methods and
techniques, equipment, and
blind construction. Also
featured will be Dr. Clell
Peterson, a noted western
Kentucky ornithologist fr4n
Murray State University, aid
David Sorenson, biologist,
Cheppewa National Forest In
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S. 12th St. 753-3226
Eating Is A Family Affair
6:30-11:00 Sun. thria Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. & Sat.
Bass fishing has busted out
with a bang! Several local
fishermen have taken some
tremendous strings of bass up
to eight pounds. The warm
rain coupled with the bright
sunshine during the past week
has brought the water tem-
perature up to 57 degrees. So
lots of bass have moved up on
stumps and rocky points to
forage for bait fish. Armed
with casting or spinning
tackle, bass enthusiasts have
used small crank type lures to
entice some real lunkers from
Cypress Bay and Blood River.
It has been reported that
crawfish colored lures worked
real slow parallel to the bank
have produced the best
results. Baits such as the Wee
R, Little Scooper, or 200 series
bomber have caught fish.
When using the smaller type
baits, many fishermen use
lighter line than has
traditionally been used in this
area. Line weights of 8 to 14
pound test is now being used
instead of the 17 to 25 pound
heavy duty line. Also, the
trend now is toward lighter
action rods to go with the
lighter lures and line, Even
smaller reels are becoming
popular with fishermen who in
the past fished with "pool
sticks" for rods matched with
a heavy duty "winch."
If fishing continues on into
spring at the rate it has
started here in late winter, we
should be in for some fine
action. Many local fishermen
are rigging out their boats in
anticipation of spending as
much time as possible en-
joying their favorite spor-
t—bass fishing.
+++
Crappie fishermen have not
fared so well since the last
rains muddied the water quite
a bit. Some fish are being
caught, but not like they were
before the rains. However, the
lakes are clearing and in a
week or two should be in good
condition.
++ +
Several Murray folks went
to Nashville last week end to
the Great Lakes of the South
Outdoors Show at the down-
town coliseum. Almost all
imaginable types of boats,
motors, fishing tackle, baits,
and campers were on display.
It took about three hours to
r
Kentucky Is Host 
For Conference
The bald and golden eagles
are among the most
magnificent winter visitors
known to inhabit TVA's Land
Between The Lakes' 170,000-
acre recreational area.
Guided field trips to Land
Between The Lakes' _quiet
wooded coves of Kentucky
Lake and Lake Barkley,
favorite nesting haunts of the
eagles, will highlight the
weekend.
For more information
contact TVA, Land Between




plays host to fisheries ad-
ministrators and biologists




The conference, slated for
March 1-3, will be opened by
Commissioner Arnold L.
Mitchell of the Kentucky







from Kentucky, Ohio, Virginia
and West Virginias:Mile Ohio
River Valley Water Sanitation
Commission (ORSANCO),
U.S. Forest Service, Army
Corps of Engineers and
several universities are also
expected to be represented.
Highlighting the meet will
be panel discussions on
fishery agency organization
and operation, black bass
management, and fishery
management on the Ohio
tour the interesting displays,
chat with other fishermen,
and exchange ideas.
It was evident that fisher-
men there were getting the
itch to head out for the lakes
for another great season of
fishing. The fever was
especially high where
fishermen congregated
around the rod and reel
displays. As they handled and
admired the latest tackle on
the market, one could see
them making imaginary casts
with visions of catching that
lunker bass.
Good luck and good fishing.
River. Charles Walker of LIR:
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Is scheduled to discuss PCB
and pesticide contaminants in
fish from the Ohio River
drainage. PCB, a hydrocarbon
used as insulation for tran-
sformers and capacitors, is a
growing source of fish con-
tamination and is thought to
interfere with fish
reproduction.
The discussion of Ohio River
fish management comes as an
improvement in water quality
and the creation of em-
bayments in tributaries along
the river have vastly im-
proved sports fishing over the
past decade. With about
150,000 acres of water ad-




Conference is held to prompt
the exchange of ideas and
discussion of problems and
projects between fisheries
personnel. About 80 people are
expected to attend this year's
convention, the first in Ken-
tucky since 1972.
A Reasiatkr
Hunting Season To Close
The last day for quail and
grouse hunting in Kentucky Is
February 3, the Department
of Fish and Wildlife Resources
reminded hunters today.
The next scheduled hunting
season will be the spring wild
turkey hunts in April and May
at Land Between The Lakes in
Western Kentucky and in
several Eastern Kentucky
counties.
Until then, only those
species for which there is no
closed season - groundhog,
grey fox and starling - may be
hunted. Racoon hunters may
train dogs, but may not take
raccoons by any method until
next fall, and red foxes may be
chased with dogs for sport,
provided the fox is not taken.
The 1976-77 hunting seasons
will be set this spring and




CINCINNATI, OHIO — The
Winter National Convention of
the Family Motor Coach
Association will open on
Tuesday, March 2, 1976 at
Fiesta Park in Harlingen,
Texas. This is FMCA's first
convention to be held during
the winter season; it has been
designed to complement the
original convention which
takes place in July.
"This first-time venture for
FMCA looks like it will be a
successful one," said H. Glenn
Reed, convention exhibit
manager. "With over 500
motor homes pre-registered
for the convention, and 25
brands of coaches in over 50
exhibits of motor homes,
supplies and accessories, we
are certain this will be an
event we will be happy to
repeat."
A variety of workshops and
technical seminars will be
given for convention par-
ticipants. Seven :seminars on
topics ranging from motor
home maintenance to cam-
pgrounds and retervation
systems will be offered each
day, through the courtesy of
representatives of all sectors
of the motor home industry.
Doug Toms, president of the
Recreational Vehicle Industry
Association, will be the
featured speaker on Wed-
nesday Morning, March 3.
The manufacturers, delaers
and suppliers of the motor
home industry make up the
Commerical membership of
FMCA. These Commerical
members have made plans to
sponsor two dinners during
the three-day convention.
loft 311111....attfaallei.imluale
~saw •WA O aw...•1111111I Gm • Olt fass.assatuery
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"The Adventures of the Wilderness Family" is based on the true story of a modem
American Family who are fed-up with the hassels of city life. Following their dream
they move to the Northlands, build their own cabin and five off the gifts of the land.
You'll experience both the joys and struggles this family faced to exist in the naked
wilderness. Now playing at the Capri Theatre thru Wednesday March 3rd.
As Low *2 95 at
Happy HolidayTraval,Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON altalUlt1
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open at 8 a. m. March 2, when
the Blue Bird Wanderlodge
Co. begins their first morning
of serving coffee and donuts in
the exhibit area. The exhibits
will be open from 10 a. m. to 4
p. m. on Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday.
The Harlingen Chamber of
Commerce will welcome
everyone to the "valley bet-
ween two worlds" with a
Border Buttermilk Welcome
Reception at 5 p. m. Tuesday.
The Texas A&I Singers will
perform at 8p. m. followed by
music for dancing provided by
the Betty Kay Trio.
The first of the dinners will
take place on Wednesday,
preceeded by cocktails fur-
nished by Sam Montgomery
Olds of Houston and Vogue
Coach. The Mexican dinner
which follows will be spon-
sored by Sam White Motor
Homes of Houston, Landau
Motor Homes, Inc., Sport-
scoach and Winnebago.
Daeanntingcantoe Bathendmwuiticfollofowthe. 
Thursday's dinner is a
Texas Barbeque sponsored by
Frank Gillman Motor Homes




Itasca, Superior Coach Corp.,
Explorer and Coachmen
Industries. All of these
companies are commercial
members of FMCA and will be
exhibiting at the convention. A
Mexican Folklore Music &
Dance program follows the
dinner.
The largest motor coach
association in the world,
FMCA was founded in 1963 by
a group of 26 motor coach
owners. It has grown to a
group of over 17,000 families
united in a spirit of friendship
and enjoyment of the outdoors
through travel in a motor
home. The national office is
located in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Family Motor Corbelling, the
nation's leading motor borne
publication, is published by
FMCA. Executive Director of
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us that West Virginia is
"almost heaven." If he had
been several hundred miles
west, and the girl lived in
Calloway County, the song
might have gone something
like "almost heaven, western
Kentucky" especially if he
had been here in the spring.
Well, the weather is war-
ming up, there are flowers in
the front yard and it won't be
long before there are carp up
in the bays of Kentucky and
Barkley lakes. When the time
is right local bowhunters will,
once again, be found wading,
up to their hip pockets, looking
for carp and other rough fish.
Bowhunters find it quite
easy to get back into our
favorite sport during the
upcoming bowfishing season
which will be upon us during
late April and early May.
Newcomers to the sport of
bowfishing will find it to be
quite a challenging and
rewarding activity through
which to join the ever growing
e---Kentudy Afisil
number of individuals who
prefer to hunt with bow and
arrow.
Newcomer and old hand
alike will enjoy the fast action
bowfishing offers, the
sometimes unlimited shooting
opportunities, and the dif-
ficulty involved in doing
something which seems so
easy until it is tried.
The bowfisherman will find
an abundant supply of rough
fish such as carp and gar on
which to practice his skill ( it is
illegal to take game fish with
bowfishing equipment) and
the action remains good well
into the summer. Hunting
these rough fish provides an
inexpensive readily available,
and benificial sport to the
bowhunter-bowfisherman
while providing him the
chance to sharpen up his
shooting technique for deer
season.
Bowfishing is quite inex-
pensive to get into even if the
would-be bowfisherman does't
own a bow. Several
mapufacturers put out
complete kits consisting of
bow, bow reel, line, and
fishing arrow for under thirty
dollars. Combine this basic
equipment with the required
fishing licence and you are
right on top of many hours of
just plain fun.
Bowfishing equipment runs
from plain to fancy as with
most sporting equipment.
Arrows are usually made of
tough, solid, fiberglass of solid
aluminum and are equipped
with extra heavy, barbed
heads which allow the arrow
to easily penetrate several
feet of water and then drive
through the fish. These arrows
have to be strong because fish
roll and twist when hit and a
conventional hunting arrow
wouldn't stand a chance. The
barbed heads are removable
or have retractable barbs
marking removal of fish an
easy matter.
Reels for bowfishing are
simply line storage devices
much like the spool of an open
faced spinning reel. The reels
function is to, store the fifty
feet or so of ninety pound, or
stronger, line which is used to
haul in the fish. Bowfishing
arrows are drilled out below
Making The Best
Of A Bad Situation
By John Wilson
Guest Writer
"Making the best of a bad
situation" is a good way to
describe a project now un-
derway at lake Cumberland.
The "bad situation"
resulted from the tornados
which swept through Ken-
tucky on April 3, 1974. Among
the destruction these storms
left behind were several tracts
of fallen limber along the
shoreline of the lake.
Working togethei,.The' U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers and
the Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources
have come up with a way to
use these downed trees to try
What in the world is a
"SNATCHEM-S'IltAP?" The
answer to this question was
fully explained last weekend
by a mind blowing demon-
stration at Turkey creek ORV
area in the Land Between The
Lakes. You are definitely
going to have a hard time
believing this description
without actually seeing a
Snatchem Strap in action but
here goes.
The first step is to get
something stuck. I mean
genuinely absolutely all
together stuck. For the
members of the Twin Lakes
Four Wheelers this part of the
demonstration was no
problem at all. Most of us are
almost experts at getting
stuck. We can get stuck at
times even when we are trying
not to.
The second step is to get out
the snatchem strap. This
device is a nylon strap about
four inches wide and a half
inch thick with a loop sewn
into both ends. The length can
run to any desired but nor-
mally is from twenty-five to
fifty feet. One end of this strap
is slipped over the hitch ball
on the stuck rig and the other
is fastened to the rear of
to enhance fishing at Cum-
berland.
The trees are being dragged
into the lake and anchored to
form fish attractors. Some
will be left between the tim-
berline and the water's edge,
where they will be submerged
when the lake returns to
normal seasonal pool after the
current repair work on the
dam is completed, and others
are being submerged now, so
fishermen can take advantage
of them as soon as possible.
When the lake is at normal
summer pool, many of these
attractors will extend from
the shoreline to depths
around 50 feet, according to
1
Charles Bowers, director of
the fisheries division for the
Department of Fish and
Wildlife. Fisheries is fur-
nishing the manpower for this
project, and the Corps of
Engineers is providing the
heavy equipment and
machine operators.
Currently the work is taking
place in the Whiteoak Creek
area, but there are also sec-
tions of Beaver, Otter, and
Indian Creeks where these
attractors will be placed if
time permits. Work will
continue for another one and
one-half months, Bowers says,
after which time previously
scheduled projects by both the
A chance to try the usnatchem' straprl
another rig. The driver of the
rig that is not mired down then
puts the accelerator on the
floor and takes out just as fast
as he can go. When he reaches
the end of the slack in the
strap it begins to stretch just
like a rubber band. All of a
sudden the stuck rig appears
to jump up in the air out of the
mucihole and proceed back-
wards at a fairly fast rate. The
elasticity of the strap keeps
one from the feeling of a jerk.
It just seems like Superman




We have a rugged watch that
wig meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
Money. It. 753-1440
back to firm ground. As I said,
you have to see it to believe it.
The Twin Lakes Four
Wheelers were happy to host
the four wheel drive club from
Anderson, Indiana over the
past weekend. Fifteen folks
came down bringing five four
wheel drive rigs with them for
a short vacation over the
weekend in the Land Between
The Lakes. Members of
our local group led them on
some trail rides, hill climbs,
etc, in the Turkey Creek area
on Saturday and Sunday. They
the nock to facilitate attaching
the fishing line. Basically, the
equipment is simple, easy to
find locally, and will last more
than one season.
Some additional equipment
may help the bowfisherman
enjoy his sport even more. A
pair of Polaroid sunglasses
cuts down topwater glare and
aids the bowfisherman in
spotting his quarry. Wading
boots are also popular because
wading the shallow, grassy,
shores seems to be the most
productive method of taking
fish by the bowfishing method.
Shooting at a fish through
water or at the top of the water
is the main problem facing the
bowfisherman once the fish
are found. Light rays bend
when they meet the surface of
the water and the fish that you
clearly see in front of you is
really below the point where
he appears to be. The rule is
"always shoot low!"
Bowfishermen usually shoot
over a fish, but soon learn to
undershoot depending on
horizontal distance and depth
of the fish.
Warm weather and the
Department and the Corps
will necessitate halting this
phase of the fish attractor
program.
After the attractors are in
place, their effectiveness will
be monitored regularly by the
fisheries division. Depth-
finder readings will be taken
to see if fish are using the
attractors, and scuba divers
will determine which species
of fish are actually there.
Bowers expects almost all
species of fish to use the at-
tractors, including crappie,
white bass and largemouth
bass. If these brush piles are
successful in attracting fish
the technique may be ex-
panded to other lakes around
the state using fallen trees
whenever they occur.
These attractors should be '
easy to find at Lake Cum-
berland - just look for a series
of brush piles from the tim-
berline down to the edge of,
and extending into, the water.
When the lake comes up to
seasonal pool they may be
harder to spot and they may
eventually be marked with
signs to make them easier for
fishermen to find.
So when you see a pile of old
trees along the shore of Lake
Cumberland, remember that
it's not a bunch of trash, hilt a
potentially good fishing spot.
Carping doesn't require you to wear your finest bib
and tucker. All you have to do is get out there and have
some fun. Bowfishing is fun and it is inexpensive. Why
not get into bowhunting early this yearl
annual raising of the lake are
only a short time away. Water
temperatures in the neigh-
borhood of 59-60 degrees will
bring the carp and gar into the
shallows and the bowfishing
season will be here once
again.
Bowfishing offers the
bowhunter great sport at little
cost and a chance to keep his
shooting skills sharp for fall
hunting. The removal of rough
fish also helps game fishing by
improving game fish habitat
and this will put a smile of
local bass fishermen's faces.
Good luck and good
bowhunting!
sure seemed like a nice bunch
of folks. Seems that most four
wheelers are that way. They
seemed to have a fine time
and we welcome them back
any chance they get. We also
thank them for acquainting us
with the Sriatchem Strap.
There have been some
questions regarding the
boundary line of the ORV area
at Turkey Creek and in a few
cases some of the TVA fellows
have had to write a few
tickets. After having been
completely around the area
myself it appears to be very
plainly marked and if you
can't find something to turn
you on in this twenty-seven
hundred acre paradise you do
have problems.
The only place that I saw
that could have possibly
raised any questions is the
area of the mud flats which
lies to the left of the road on
which we enter that ORV
area. The mud flats are at the
back end of the road.
According to our maps, and I
called TVA to confirm this, the
creek channel itself is the
boundary on the mud flats
True, I have seen both four
wheelers and bikes on the far
side of this. Any questions of
boundries I will be happy to
Prompt, Efficient-Service
Is Our Business"ItTSON






Seminar At Barkley Lodge
Area sportsmen are invited
to attend the first seminar
ever held in the state of
Kentucky which directs itself
toward a discussion of the
elusive wild turkey. The Wild
Turkey Seminar will be held
Saturday, March 13, at Lake
Barkley State Resort Park.
Distinguished speakers such
as Pete Farrar, president of
the National Wild Turkey
Federation, and Kentucky and
Southeast Champion wild
turkey caller Harold Knight
will be attending the con-
ference.
Scheduled to begin with a
dutch buff ett in the Lodge
dining room at 6 p.m., the
program will consider such
topics as the biology, history,
and management of the wild
turkey; the current and future
plans for management in
Kentucky; the restoration of
the turkey in Tennessee; and
the role of the sportsmen and
landowners play in turkey
management.
The evening seminar is
being hosted by the Kentucky
Chapter of the National Wild
Turkey Federation, the
Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources, and
TV A's Land Between The
Lakes.
Additienal information on
the program can be obtained
by contacting TVA, Land
Between The Lakes, Golden
Pond, Ky. 42231, phone 502-924-
5602.
help any off roader with or the
TVA will be glad to do so.
I have found all the per-
sonnel whom I have had
contact with at TVA to be very
courteous and helpful. They
sure seem like a great bunch
of guys and gals and I for one
really appreciate the ORV
area which they have set aside
est
for us. We don't realize how
fortunate we are until we go to
talking to some the other of
roaders from out of state. We
practically have a four
wheeling paradise right here
in our own back yard.
When you meet a four
wheeler, smile. HAPPY
FOUR WHEELING.
Anderson idniana FOIST Wheelers.
Ni'.. Of no O. Shaw 753-5693
Murray Bait Co.
hod Girdner, Owe
z mos be Hay 94
OPEN ALL WINTER
for your bait needs
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Colt Smith & Wesson
We'll Trade For Any Gun
Storey's,
Foodelaut
Open 7 Days A Week
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— Two nagging, persistent
little problems troubled Don
January going into the last
half of the $300,000 Tour-
nament Players Golf
Championship.
One of them involved a
mysterious problem with the
' slow, rhythmic, graceful
swing that has stood him in
such good stead for so many
years, through so many
tournaments on the pro tour.
There's just a little kink in it,
just a little something that he
can't quite isolate and iden-
tify.
"I just can't quite pin it
down," the slow-moving,
easygoing, 46-year-old
January mused Friday after
he'd taken the second-round
lead in this rich event that
serves as the championship of
the touring players.
The other problem was
more easily identified. It
answers to the name of Jack
'Nicklaus.
Nicklaus, caught by
',darkness Thursday night, had
to arise at 5 a.m. to finish off
the last two holes of his first
round, completed in 66
OUR LAWN
LEISURE
strokes. He turned around
immediately for a scrambly
70—including four bogeys and
six birdies—and a 136 total
that left him just one shot back
of January, who shot a 68 for
135, nine under par on the
7,128-yard Inverrary Country
Club course.
"Just a typical day where
you get up at five o'clock, have
breakfast at six and start
hitting balls before dawn,"
yawned Nicklaus, the 1975
winner of the Masters, PGA,
low- other titles and Player of
the Year honors.
He was tied for second with
J.C. Snead, the recent winner
of the San Diego Open who has
yet to make a bogey in this
ambitious event that seeks
major tournament status
equal to that enjoyed by the
game's Big Four. Snead had a
69.
British Open champion Tom
Watson, with a 70 despite a
double-bogey six, and Jim
Masserio, who shot 68, were
another stroke b4t at 137.
The group at 1 included
Butch Baird and Mark Hayes,
each with a 67, Hale Irwin, 68,
and rookie George Burns and
Dale Douglass, each with 70.
Fred Marti, whose 66 led the
field when darkness halted
play Friday, slipped to a 74
and was five shots back at 140.
Johnny Miller had a 71-141,
Lee Trevino 69-142, defen-
ding champion Al Geiberger
69-143 and Gary Player
70-143.
Foyt Expected To Nail
Down Position In 500
By RICHARD WATERS
Associated Press Writer
ROCKINGHAM, N.C. ( AP)
— US. Auto Club star A.J.
Foyt, who was expected to nail
down the 31st starting position







The John Deere 300 features a supersmooth
hydrostatic transmission, dual hydraulic
lift controls. built-in headlights,
3-dimensional dash panel, triple-safety
starting, and color-coded controls.
The engine is enclosed for quiet riding
Attachments: 38- and 46-inch mowers.
Murray Supply Co.
"West Kentucky's Bargain Center"
208 E. Mail 753-3361
500 mile stock car race, says
he is cancelling plans to run in
about 10 NASCAR races
because he's mad about a fine
levied at him in Daytona, Fla.
The six-time USAC
champion and winner of three
Indianapolis 500 races also
threatened to never race
again at Daytonia Inter-
national Speedway, where he
lost the pole position for the
Feb. 15 Daytona 500 after his
car was declared illegal by the




day's race at North Carolina
Motor Speedway after he got a
check earlier this week. The
check from NASCAR had a
61,000 fine deducted from the
total as a result of the penalty
at Daytona.
"I figure for what they
cheated him out of the pole,
$5,000, I don't think anything
else should be done to him
car owner Hose Ellington),"
Foyt told reporters as he
waited in the pits for a broken
timing chain to be fixed in
Elruigton's Chevrolet.
Foyt missed the second day
of qualifying because of the
malfunction.
"I'm pretty critical about it
( the NASCAR ruling). I think
it's unjustified and un-
constitutional and very un-
fair."
Ellington was accused of
installing a chemical con-
tainer ( a carbon dioxide
bottle) in Foyt's car to soup up
the engine for qualifying. The
penalty put Foyt in the 31st
starting spot in the Daytona
race, which he led for 68
laps—more than any other
driver—and finished 22nd
after dropping out with engine
trouble.Coupon 
CHEESEBUlalt






Season With 145 Mark
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Smart basketball.
That's about the only way to
sum up Murray High's 90-70
win Friday night over visiting
Fulton County in the last
regular season game of the
year for both clubs.
After running up a 12-point
lead and then watching it
shrink to nothing in the third
period, the Tigers maintained
their poise and used beautiful
teamwork and passing to run
the lead back up to a  cum-
fortable margin and coast to
their 14th win of the season.
—At one time in the third
period, the Tigers had four
starters on the bench with four
fouls apiece.
Murphy Finds His Game
To Boost Rockets Victory
By The Associated Press
Calvin Murphy had 14 points
against Buffalo in the first
half, but Johnny Egan wasn't
satisfied with his game.
Neither was Murphy, as a
matter of fact.
"When he's open I want him
to shoot," said the Houston
Rockets' coach, "but Calvin
has a tendency to go one-on-
one when he plays a player
like Randy Smith and it's
quickness against quickness.
We discussed that at halftime.
In the first half, he got away
from his game."
He was more like the old
Calvin Murphy in the second
half, though. Not only did he
score 19 points, but he also got
six assists and penetrated
better.
The result was a 113-107
National Basketball
Association victory over the
Braves Friday night.
"I wanted to get the folks
involved in the second half
instead of working on one
individual," said Murphy, who
had just two assists before
intermission.
In the other NBA games, the
Detroit Pistons beat the New
York Knicks 97-93; the Golden
State Warriors topped the
Philadelphia 76ers 121-114; the
Boston Celtics defeated the
Seattle SuperSonics 122-118
and the Los Angeles Leiters
stopped the Kansas City Kings
97-90.
Behind Murphy, the Rockets
Sports
In Brief
By The Associated Press
GOLF
LAUDERHILL, Fla. — Don
January, with a two round
total of 135, held a one-stroke
lead over Jack Nicklaus and





Bjorn Borg whipped Rod
Laver 6-4, 6-2, 7-5 to win a
$100,000 winner-take-all
match.
SARASOTA. Fla. — Second-
seeded Chris Evert beat
Carrie Meyer 6-1, 3-6, 6-0 and
moved into the semifinals of
the $75,000 women's tennis
tournament.
FORT WORTH, Texas —
Top-seeded Guillermo Vilna
put away Harold Solomon 6-2,
6-3 to gain a semifinal berth in
the Robintech Tennis Classic.
1304 Main 718 Paris Rd.
Murray Mayfield
There's mont to lie at Burgerthef.
So don't settie for less.
Coupon 
1
played almost flawlessly on
offense in the second
half—making 28 of 35 field
goal attempts and committing
only two turnovers, the first
with 1:33 left.
Pistons 97, Knicks 93
Bob Lanier scored 33 points,
five in the final 68 seconds, to
lead Detroit over New York.
Warriors 121, Triers 114
Jamaal Wilkes scored 31
points to lead Golden State.
Celtics 122, SuperSonics 118
Jo Jo White scored 34 points
and John Havlicek hit for 28 as
Boston rallied down the
stretch to beat Seattle and
snap the SuperSonics' eight-
game winning streak.
Lakers r, Kings 90
Los Angeles outscored
Kansas City 12-2 early in the
fourth period and beat the
Kings behind Kareem Abdul-
Jabber's 27 points.
—In the fourth quarter,
Murray High shot 21 free
throws and made 17.
—On one play in the third
quarter, senior Bob Wilder
took the ball off the boards and
heaved it all the way down the
court to guard Raymond Sims
who was covered up. Sims
then spun and threw the ball to
junior forward Andrea Perry
who hit the layup.
—Smart basketball.
Five players scored in twin
figures for the Tigers. Wilder,
playing a super game in the
first half before getting into
foul trouble, had 21 points.
Perry, who had 11 rebounds,
scored 20 as did Frank
Gilliam.
Junior guard Bret Harcourt,
playing one of his best of-
fensive games of the year,
added 13 while Sims, the fifth
Tiger in twin digits, hit for 10.
Murray got off to a quick 18-
6 lead at the end of the first
period and then in the second
frame, ran into foul trouble
and led only 37-32 at in-
termission.
"Lindsey Hudspeth started
us off," Coach Cary Miller
said.
"He had three steals in the
first quarter and they all led to
baskets. But after that, he got
in foul trouble and didn't get to
play very much the rest of the
game.
"We got a real good effort
out of Perry off the bench.
Again, we proved we have 12
people who can play. Our kids
believe in themselves and in,
each other and every player
on the team. That's what
basketball is all about," Miller
added.
Only once did Murray ap-
pear in real trouble. Fulton
County scored the first five
points of the second half to tie
the game at 37 apiece. Then
over the next four minutes, the
Tigers went on a 16-4 scoring
spree and pulled out to a
comfortable 53-41 lead.
The Pilots, running and
gunning all night, fought back
and trailed only 57-53 going
into the last period. Then in
the final quarter, Gilliam took
over.
The cool-headed sophomore
bagged 14 points in the final
frame and the Tigers bagged
up the win. Leading 59-56, the
Tigers ran off 11 consecutive
points and that was the game.
"For a sophomore, Gilliam
really played a smart game,"
Miller said.
"He hit eight of eight free
throws in the last quarter. And
that's always important in a
game where you have a lot of
fouls being called on both
teams.
"Wilder had one of his best
games; beheld Ricky Ray ( 8-8
Pilot center) really well.
Harcourt has really been
improving too. He had an
exceptional defensive game.
"We also got a fine effort out
of David Frank (6-4 senior).
He came off the bench and
filled in real well as he has
done for us all year.
"I think we are still im-
proving, in overall team
play," Miller added.
Murray had 47 rebounds in
the game with Perry hauling
in 11, Wilder 10 and Gilliam
and Hudspeth seven apiece.
Fulton County had 45
rebounds.
"On the boards, they are as.
physical of a team as anybody
we have played this year,"
Miller added.
Fulton County, now 14-10 on
the season, hit just 18 of 37 free
throw attempts.
Meanwhile, the Tigers who
are now 14-5 on the season, hit
24 of 34 from the stripe and of
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BERKELEY, Calif. (AP) -
"I think it was our best game
this year, both offensively and
defensively,", said UCLA
Coach Gene Bartow after his
Bruins scored a 113-93 triumph
over California Friday night
to move within two games of
its 10th straight Pac-8 con-
ference championship.
The ninth-ranked Bruins, 10-
2 in the Pac-8 and 21-4 over-all,
go into tonight's game at
Stanford with a one-game lead
over eighth-ranked
Washington and Oregon State
and finish the league race at
home March 6 against
Southern California.
Stanford beat USC 96-83
Friday night, and its only two
victories in 12 Pac-8 games
have been against the Trojans
who are winless in 12.
Marques Johnson, 6-foot-7
junior forward from Los
Angeles, scored 27 points for
the Bruins by making all 11 of
his field goal attempts and all
five of his free throw tries.
Rich Washington, the Pac-
8's top scorer with a 20-point
average, tallied 22 points and
was the top rebounder with 10
for the Bruins, who controlled
the boards, 51-31,4"
"Ray Townsend and Andre
McCarter played a nearly
perfect game at the guards,
and it sounds like Marques
played a perfect game,"
Bartow said. "Washington
was superb, as usual, and
I center Dave) Greenwood had
his best game."
All in all, it was a great
team effort. We've had
several good games this year,
but this one was the top."
In breaking a Harmon Gym
scoring record set by the
UCLA team of 1967, the Bruins
made 66 per cent of their shots
in the first half and finished
with 57 per cent accuracy.
Cal's percentage was 46, with
guards Rickie Hawthorne and
Gene Ransom getting 21 and
18, respectively.
"They were awfully good in
the first half of the ball
game- just awesome," said
Cal Coach Dick Edwards.
"UCLA certainly came back
like they wanted this game
tonight. They hit us inside and
also hit their long shots. They
didn't miss many shots, and
when they did one ,of their
guys was around to tip the ball
in."
Elsewhere in college
basketball, Gil Miles hit 10
free throws in the last four
Built like the BI
ONES!
I.
8, 10, 12, 14,
16 hp models
Yard care is fun again! Case compacts offer the
same precision engineering, performance, dura-
bility and service as big Case farm and con-
struction tractors. There's plenty of guts and
power to mow 34 to 48 inches wide - rototill big
gardens - blow snow from long drives. Exclu-
sive Case Cushion-Control hydraulic drive!
TEST DRIVE ONE TODAY — Just for the FUN of it!











minutes and Herman Harris
scored 24 points to lead
Arizona past Wyoming 74-66;
a 29-point performance by
Lorenzo Cash led Colorado
State past Arizona State 96-76;
Chuck Williams and Mike
Evans combined for 45 points
to lift Kansas State over Iowa
State 80-67 and Larry Cubes
hit a 20-foot jumper with six
seconds left to give Dartmouth
a 61-57 victory over Columbia.
Armond Hill scored 25
points, including the 1,000th of
his college career, in Prin-
ceton's 68-53 victory over
Yale; Ron Jones hit a career-
high 21 points, shooting 90 per
cent from the field, to pace
Texas-El Paso past Utah 81-
71; John Engles triggered an
early second-half burst that
powered Penn to a 96-75
decision over Brown; La-Salle
ran off 14 straight points and
beat Cleveland State 90-72
behind Donn Wilbur's 21
points and Jay Carter scored
10 points in the second half as
Stanford held off a second-half
Southern Cal comeback and
beat the Trojans 96-83.
[Akers Lose Heartbreak
Triple Overtime Contest
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Ledger & Times Sports Writer
High on the east end of
Jeffery Gymnasium hung the
best synopsis of the zany af-
fair which tried to last
forever.
"Oh, what a night... !"
Calloway County packed an
entire season of nerve atoms
in 32 minutes of regulation
time and then exploded into a
triple overtime mixture
before finally fizzling to
visiting Hickman County 57-54
in the Lakers' final regular
season contest Friday night.
Deadlocked an agonizing
nine times, five of which came
following the 4242 tally during
the customary four quarters,
the game featured a dash of
everything:
.-HCHS's 6-5 center Tim
Larkins' missing two of three
foul shots with 311 seconds left
In the fourth period that would
have ended everything.
. -Calloway's standout junior
forward Tommy Futrell, four
of five from the line for the
game, missing his only foul
shot with 19 seconds showing
In the fint overtime with the
Laken ahead by two!
-CCHS allowing Larkins to
score a five foot shot with two
seconds to go in the same
overtime to tie it again, 48-411.
-Larkins missing again at
the line as Hickman lead 50-111
with seven seconds left in the
second extra three minutes!
Thompson Pumps In 50
To Lead Nets To Win
DENVER (AP) - Enough
was enough, thought Denver
Nugget Coach Larry Brown,
so he benched super-rookie
David Thompson with six
minutes to go to rest him for
the next 14 years.
Thompson had scored 50
points at the time Friday night
in the Nuggets' 140-116
American Basketball
Association victory over San
Antonio. New York topped
Kentucky 113-101 and St. Louis
trimmed Indiana 116-105 in the
other ABA games.
"I pulled him because we
had six minutes to go, and he's
going to be playing 14 years,"
Brown said. "He got 50 points
against San Antonio, and the
team was playing well.
"I've never seen anything
like it-that he got 50 points,
and did so unselfishly. I think
the team respected him for it,
too."
Thompson, twice the college
player of the year at North
Carolina State, had the best
night of an already illustrous
career in leading the Nugget
victory.
He hit on a variety of close-
in jump shots and layups arid
missed only three field-goal
attempts. He was 16 for 19
from the free-throw line.
Thompson gave much of the
credit to his teammates "I
got going early," he said,
"and got some great passes."
Behind Thompson in scoring
came Denver's Ralph Sim-
pson with 21 points. Dan Issel
had 17. Larry Kenon led the
Spurs with 20, followed by
Mark Olberding with 18.
Nets 113, Colonels 181
Julius Erving scored 38
points, 13 in the final quarter,
to help the Nets expand an 83-
81 third-quarter lead.
Spirits 116, Pacers 105
Ron Boone threw in 10 final-
quarter points and contributed
two steals and four assists to a
late surge, vaulting St. Louis
past Indiana.
Regional Pairings For
State Tou rney Announced
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
Louisville's two regions have
drawn into the same bracket,
insuring against an all-
Louisville final round next
month in the boys' Kentucky
High School basketball
tournament.
In the girls' tournament,
however, the Louisville
regions are in •different
Here's What World Famous
Dale Carnegie Training Can
Do For You
•Increase Poise And Confidence
•Speak Effectively
*Sell Yourself and Your Ideas
•Be Yourself With Any Group
*Remember Names
•Be A Better Conversationalist
*Develop Your Hidden Abilities
*Earn That Better Job, More Income
•Think And Speak On Your Feet
*Control Fear And Worry DALE CARNEGIE
FOUNDER •
Presented by Lockyear forum
For Information Coll: Charles Eubank: 753-0909
brackets and the champions of
Regions Six and Seven could
meet in the championship
game.
The girls' tournament will
be held March 17-20 at Eastern
Kentucky University, the
boys' March 24-27 at
Louisville's Freedom Hall.
District and regional play
precedes each tourney, with
the 16 regional champions
advancing to the state finals.
Here are pairings for the
girls' tournament:
-Wednesday, March 17:
Region 10 vs. Region 2;
Region 3 vs. Region 14;
Region 9 vs. Region 12;
Region 15 vs. Region 6.
--Thursday, March 18:
Region 5 vs. Region 11;
Region 8 vs. Region 7; Region






Here are pairings for the
boy's tournament-
-Wednesday, March 24
Region 8 vs. Region 3; Region
1 vs. Region 12; Region 15 vs.
Region 4; Region 5 vs. Region
10
- Thursday, March 25:
Region 11 vs. Region 9;
Region 7 vs. Region 14;
Region 2 vs . Region 16;






nowhere to tip a Laker miss
with the horn sounding to kick
Calloway back to life, sending
cardiac patients to the exits
and the same into its last
three deciding moments.
Turning points in the ac-
tion? One would need a
periodic table to determine
just enough for all the fingers
on one hand.
It's enough to say the final
statistics were not sufficent
evidence to prove Coach
David King's squad left the
court with a 4-17 mark for the
year.
The Lakers popped in 24 'of
51 floor shots (47.3 per cent)
and sizzled with six of nine
foul shots (66.7 per cent),
while the hustling Falcons,
now 15-8, shot 43.7 per cent
from the field ( 22 of 51) and
gained their only edge at the
stripe by canning 13 of 21 free
throws for a 62 per cent figure.
Larkins, who pulled down 15
of the Falcons' 35 rebounds,
was scoring leader for the
night with 23 markers. But the
big strongman did not earn
gold stars from Coach Dale
Ray with his free throw antics




with an outstanding effort: 10
field goals, two of three free
throws, and a whopping 20
rebounds before fouling out
h just three seconds left in
last overtime.
leanwhile, Futrell sacked
six goals, hit four of five free
throws, and nearly dribbled
Hickman County back to
Clinton several times as the
Lakers ran time off the clock.
The contest was marred by
an injury to CCHS's senior
forward Mike Wells, who
canned a hot six of eight field
goal attempts. It came with 17
seconds left in the first
overtime when the 6-2 hustler
went up on a rebound
scramble, then had his feet cut
from under nim, causing a
hard fall which injured his left
shoulder and removed him
from the remainder of the
action.
Calloway had fought to a 10-
6 first period edge and lead by
the same margin throughout
most of the second canto
until Larkins slipped in a lay-
up and Falcon reserve,
Richard McClure, sank two
free throws to make it 22-21.
The hosts then outscored
HCHS three baskets to two to
take a 28-25 first half ad-
vantage as Futrell canned a
pair of long shots and Wells
connected on a fail-away
effort.
Coach Ray's squad came
out ice cold in the third period,
not scoring until McClure
made his fourth and final point
with just 2:25 left in the frame
and the Falcons trailing, 34-25.
During that Laker blitz,
Williams and Wells traded
steals and assists as they
found the formula for cutting
the Hickman County defense
almost at will.
, Tension began to float over
the court as the assumed-to-
be-final period began.
Calloway forced the visitors
to enter a rugged man-to-man
defense which drew back-to-
back fouls on the Falcons'
Robert Barkley, one of the
darlings of the vocal HCHS
fans whose forces were
strong. Then to add fire to the
mood, Barkley missed a
"girnmie" lay-up and Coach
Ray slammed his hands
together for a time-out to
formulate.
The Falcons promptly drew
another foul as Tony Work-
man applied too much of his 6-
4 frame on Futrell attempting
a lay-up mission. Calloway
moved ahead 38-31 with 4:01
showing when both of the free
throws went through.
At that point, Hickman
County began to combine
everything and managed to
hold the Lakers to a single
bucket, while making four of
their own! With his team down
just 40-39 and 1:29 to go,
Barkley fouled Futrell, who
zeroed both free shots home.
Seconds later, HCHS almost
caught the Lakers when
Barkley stole a pass and
dumped in a lay-up. Then
Larkins was foulded by Wells
and the Falcon center missed
once, got a second chance
when CCHS crossed the line
early, missed again, and
finally hit the last effort to
knot everything at 42-42.
Back-to-back time-outs by
Calloway County failed to
produce the winning shot as
the Falcons clumped the
defence down hard and kept
the Lakers outside where
Futrell's eventual shot with
three seconds left bounced
over the rim, sending the
contest into its first overtime.
Larkins sank a jumper.with
2:10 left before CCHS's
Williams slapped a shot into
the bucket to tie it at 44-all a
moment later. Then Don
McCuiston tipped a pass to
Williams, who made a lay-in
look easy to boost the hosts
ahead by two.
Both teams collected
baskets in the final 1:25.
Workman knocked back a
bouncing ball which Larkins
had hung on the rim and tied it
at 46-all before Williams stole
the ball at midcourt and
tallied a lay-up. With just 10
seconds to go, HCHS had the
ball out-of-bounds on
Calloway's end of the court.
The play was triggered by
Barkley, who fired to Dixon,
who in turn passed to Larkins
for the dramatic shot with a
pair of seconds left to
deadlock it at 48-48.
Calloway County got the
miracle worker duing the
second overtime as Williams
grabbed a rebound scooped it
into the iron as the horn was
sounding to concrete the
scoreboard at 50-all!
Jame Harper, a junior
reserve, had tallied HCHS's
only marker of the period with
a 20 footer with 39 seconds
showing to give the visitors a
brief lead.
Williams, one of six CCHS
seniors making their final
home appearance, regained
the Laker lead when he hit a
pair of free throws with 2:11
showing. But the game's final
deadlock just afterwards
came when Harper made his
second goal on a put-back shot
to make it 52-52.
Hickman County used a
time-out called by Calloway
with 1:07 to go to decide its
own battle plan; get the hall to
Larkins. He drew a foul from
the hosts with 59 seconds
remaining and made only his
second and third points at the
line for the game. -
Down 54-52, CCHS became
desperate as Futrell collected
fould number four with 15
seconds showing and the
Falcons gained two more
points as Dixon hit both shots.
Futrell then tallied on a five
footer the next Laker trip
downcourt to make it 5644,
but Williams fouling Barkley
with three seconds remaining
wrapped up the win for...the
visitors as he hit one of two
shots for the final margin.
Maass Casey
fg ft-fts p1tp
Larkins 10 3-7 1 13
Barkley 4 4-4 5 12
Dixon 1 1-2 4 5
Workman I 6-1 3 4
2 0-1 1 4
=we 1 14 4
Totals n 13-21 13' 57
Callowey Coosty
fg ft-fts tp
Williams 10 2-3 0 72
Futrell 6 4-5 4 16
Wells 6 04 3 11
Byers 1 0-1 3 2
&union 1 130 k 1
McCuuton o 04 0 0
Totals 34 64 12 54
Hicianan 6 19 4 13-6-3.7-47
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AUCTION
Kentucky National Shorthorn and
Polled Shorthorn Show and Sale
Saturday, March 13, 1976
Show: 9 o'clock a. m.
Sale: 12:30 p. m.
Kentucky Fair & Exposition Center, Louisville Selling: 18 Bulls; 34 Females
Many of these select females are bred to some of the best known Aires of the breed. Others
are open heifers that will make excellent show projects for 1976.
Sponsored by the Kentucky Shorthorn Association and Kentucky Department of
Agriculture.
BANQUET: Friday, March 12,7 o'clock p. m. Executive Inn, Louisville
For catalog sad ishormatisa comet:





drops, you can be sure you're
going to use more kilowatthours
to keep your house warm elec-
trically. Even if you've set your
thermostat at the recommended
68 degrees and left it there,
colder weather means your
heating system has to
work harder to maintain
that temperature.
Electric heat represents the
biggest single bite of each dollar
you pay for electricity. And your
electric bill is based on the kilo-
watthours you've used.
So during a cold spell ex-
pect to use more kilowatthours
to heat your home. Then expect
to pay more because
you've used more. It's
just a fact of life.
West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperativp Corporation
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now associated with Bill
Riley at the Down-
towner Barber Shop, at
508 W. Main.
SPECIAL
Pay 99' fee bisteNatise pies
GAAS hor the lit meat mod
receive led mew% service







coon hound. 1 year old.
Two miles out of Murray
on 121 South. Call 753-
E226 or 753-4168.
LOST FOUR year old
male English Blue tick
coon hound. Last seen
around Golden Pond. If
you have any in-



















WE LOOK into your








29 years old, about 6 ft.
tall, weighs about 160
lbs., sandy brown hair,
blue eyes. Goes under







Approxixruetely l2,000 sq. ft. of
rental space available at bid
and Poplar 'ft-, .. Western
Dart Tobacco Plaiting Corp.,
Murray, Ky., Phone 7534342.
5 li)r Ar ,
WHITE POODLE with
apricot ears, answers to
the name Fluffy 104






LOST OR STOLEN small
brownish male dog, 3
legs, bob tail. Right leg
been taken off at









hours. Apply in person




starter to work from
their home, evenings
and Saturday. 22 hours




Full time office girl.
Reply in writing to P.
























liquor store for sale
Fulton, Ky. Good op-





Looking for best offer.
Crazy Horse Billiards.
Call Jim Biggs after 5 p.
m., (502) 826-5822.
12. Insurance







Post Office. Call 753-
3263.
14.Want To Biro
18 or 25' H.P. motor for








already cut. Contact D.





model 51081 - $229.95.
Roby Sales, Benton, Ky.
ENCY-CLOPEDIA
Brittanica Jr., 15





formica top and canopy.
Call 753-5950.
USED SET of en-
cyclopedias. Call 753-
9459 after 5 p.m.
FENCE SALE at SEARS.
Call Larry Lyles at 753-
2310 for free estimates.
Through March.
15 Articles For Sale
FIBERGLASS TOMATO
stakes. 2' to 6' long. Call
435-4433
FOR SALE cheap two 101
10 ft. 6 glass overhead
doors. See at 601 South
4th Street, or call 1-522-
8469.
FIREWOOD for sale by
truckload or rick. Call
753-0745 or 753-3947.
HI NEIGHBOR! Tried
Blue Lustre for cleaning
carpets? It's super!
Rent electric sham-












SPECIAL 60" chain link
fence with 1%" 0. D. top
rail 1%" 0. D. line post
and tie wires, $1.39 cents
per ft. Limited to
material in stock. Also
farm gates and bull
gates. Sizes 12'-16'. For
all your fencing needs
call 4444865 A. A. A.
Fence Co.
THREE PIECE green





MO No. 4th 753-11944
16 Furn
40” GOOD ELECTRIC








Ti4E4e WANT TO KNOW IF
,faro ACCEPT A "GET WELL"
CARP FIZOM THEIR CAT...
ALL PETS SHOULD






























ONE bl .P CLOSER.
AND MY INSTRUCTIONS









and Service, 500 Maple











sale. 1966 David Brown
990 Selectamatic farm
tractor. Good condition.
Call 354-6392 or 753-8560.
FOUR OR SIX row Ford
Trailer type planter.
Like new. Call after 6,
753-3935.
TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both for












1970 International with 4




151/2' WINNER COBRA 60
























18 h.p. Johnson motor.
$350.00 for both. Cam-
per, fits long bed pickup,
$150.00. Call days 492-
8646, nights after 6, 492-
8194.
16' POLARKRAFT Jon
Boat, 25 h.p. Evinrude.
trailer, 12 gauge Ithaca
automatic shotgun




old. $65.00. Call 753-7843.
32' CHRIS CRAFT con-












for sale. Ben toyer 753-
8911.
TAKE UP MONTHLY
payment on piano or
balance due. J dr B
Music, call 753-7575,
Murray, Ky.







Pay et for installatioe phis
$1.95 for the lit swath end
receive 2e1 meal service









made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
Also rebuild your old
mattress or box springs
- recover, like new.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,















Pay 99` for lastalleiria pies
$4.95 Per the lit meet% mad
receive bid swab service






27 Mobile Home Sales
--





dition. Must sell. Call 1,-
345-3641.
1.973 11MCO MELANY, 12
x 64, 2 bedroom fur-
nished, central heat and
air. $800.00 and take
over payments. Located
at 175 Riviera Ct. Call
753-7204.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.









before 5, 753-0206 or 753-
7699 after 5.
12 x 44, TWO bedroom,
gas heat. For in-
formation call 753-8218
after 3:30p.m.
12 1 52 MELODY, good
condition, furnished.
Call 753-5891 before 5
p.m. after 5 p.m. call
753-9446.
1975 VIKING, 12 a 70, 3
bedroom, bath and half,




MELODY, 12 x 64, 2
bedroom furnished,
central heat and air.
$800.00 and take over
payments. Located at
175 Riviera Ct. Call 753-
7204.
OR REN't 12 x 60 all
electric Mobile home.
For sale or rent on 302
acre lot on South 16th.
Call 753-4534.
/9 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM trailer
central heat, very 'nice






16th Street Call 753-
3855
29 Mobile Hume Rentals
SMALL TWO bedroom,
all electric $55.00 month.
Call 489-2595.
TWO TRAILERS FOR
rent, 12 x 60 $70.00, 12 a
54, $65.00. Spotted filly, 2




per month. Water and
garbage pickup fur-
nished. Call 753-2377.
2 Apartments For Rent
LARGE BASEMENT
apartment, fireplace,
close to campus. $120.00
month. Utilities paid.
Call 753-2562 after 7 p.m.
WILL SHARE my home
with retired woman,
private bedroom and













Ann Drive. Call 492-8225.
FURNISHED AND un-
furnished, apartments




for 1, 2 or 4 persons.







ment for rent. Available


















paid. Central heat and
air conditioning. Call
753-8668.
34 Houses For Rent
COUNTRY HOME for










31 Farms For Rent
FARM LAND FOR rent.
45 acres of beans or
corn. 930 lbs. burley
tobacco. Call 489-2549.
36 Fm Rent Or Lease
24 ACRES OF bottom
land, Shiloh Area. Call
753-06727 p.m.-10 p.m.
COMMERCIAL SPACE
u2 block off square, after





BRED SOWS and gilts.






lines. Call 753-6412 or

















Wormed and had shots.
Call 753-6153.
THREE AKC registered




months old, must sell,
moving. Call 753-8200.
FOR SALE one female






lines. Call 7534412 or











BE THE first in Calloway





the tracts can be
measured in hectares
we still sell them for




505 Main St., Murray,
753-0101-7531 or call Bb
Rodgers, 753-7116.
JUST LISTED close to
Murray, 2 bedroom
trailer on 3 acres, has
central gas heat and
central air conditioning,
2 car garage and other
storage, completely
furnished, paved (drive
and today to check on
this one, Moffitt Realty
Co., 206 South 12th, 753-
3597.
ARE YOU in need of an
auto repair or clean up
shop? Do you need a
house? Would you like a
10 acre farm? You can
have all three with our
property located only 6
miles south of Murray
on Ky. 121. John C.
Neubauer Real Estate,
505 Main St., Murray
753-0101-7531 or call Bob
Rodgers, 753-7116.
WANT SOMETNING
SWAT It's 3 & 2
Wits pies is extra special
features: filinired Moo
reem-aysiol idiendeller-Ca.
it.. Drapes mod fireplace.
A why hems la airy
tottEL cal fit • 11W-
1210 OLIVE walk ft MI
from this 3 IS., 2 bath
home. Other hams, In-
clude fennel diming rem,
lag non with fireplace, &
flU beseineet. Vpstoirs
could be coeverted to rowel
GOOD COWRY U9ING.
Take a Is at this 3 It.
brick approximately 4 miles
west of Illerrey. It's
desired fer emnfortade
everyday Ilirhop with • tarp
bitches with lets of
cabinets. Only 27,71111.
IRIS live. memo 3
bedroom, 2 both rich.
dead end sheet. N irs
prinorfI teem yea wait
the. yes abeeW see thls
Wine. Appret. WOO so. ft.
wolf& morel dee. heat aid








































































.nths old, must sell,
ving. Call 753-8200.
SALE one female






s. Call 7534412 or










HE first in Calloway







still sell them for





0101-7531 or call Bb
gers, 753-7116.
' LISTED close to
-ray, 2 bedroom
ler on 3 acres, has
xal gas heat and
ral air conditioning,
a- garage and other
'age, completely
tished, paved drive
today to check on
one, Moffitt Realty --
206 South 12th, 753-
YOU in need of an
t repair or clean up
)? Do you need a
ae? Would you like a
icre farm? You can
e all three with ow
)erty located only 6
.ts south of Murray
Ky. 121. John C.
bauer Real Estate,
Main St., Murray
0101-7531 or call Bob
gers, 753-7116.
INT SOMITNING
MAD It's a 3 N. 1 2
Its piss tie orbs siociol
aura: nd dhas
pm-crystal desadoilor-Cas•
la Drapes al firoyiaco.
quaky bees is airy
✓at (A for am oat.
10 CAM soh to MSS
a Ibis 3 IR., 2 bah
▪ Otbew footaros a-
lio formal dieing raw,
*nom .It fireplace, &
bosausat. Vostars
sh be casarted to nussal
I'.
00 COUNTRY LIVING.
k•a look at Nis 3 N.
• approxiatuly 4 Ida
let of Murray. ft's
Aiwa for catfortablo
seamy IA* was a twos
leboe whb Wts of
Maas. Only 27,734.
au Ital. INTIND1111 3
dram 2 butte brick ea
uel ad Area N
Mmy in teen as oat
S you ohooW soo is.
is. Apra. NMI sq ft.
lb wand she. hot ad
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Ifiti Result You Want-ilk (141T !BAN You Need
111112=111
VERY NICE 2 bedroom
trailer situated on 3
acres of good land close
in to Murray on the Old
Paris Road, has large 2
car garage, paved drive,
central heat and air
conditioning priced at a
modest 116,000. Call
Moffitt Realty Co., 206
South 12th, 753-3597.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.




Realty is a 3 bedroom
1/2 bath brick ranch
home in the West End of




backyard has 22 x 14
concrete patio, gas grill,
and metal storage
building. Home is
vacant and ready for
immediate occupancy.
Just listed so be the first





BEST HOUSE Bargain in
Murray. See it at 509
South 6th. Call C. 0.
Bondurant Realty, 75E-
9954, 753-3460 or 753-3690.
JUST LISTED NEAR Bel
Air Shopping Center, 3







room on large corner
lot. $37,500. Call 7534080
or come 105 N. 12th,
Boyd-Majors Real
Estate.
JUST LISTED a 4
bedroom stucco house
with central gas heat,
21/2 baths and a fur-
nished basement
apartment, also 2 fur-
nished apartments and a
32 x 32 garage in a
separate building plus a
parking lot ( rented at
$50.00 per month), all on
a lot 85 x 250 at 504 Vine
Street. At 826,500 this
property has a possible
gross rental return of 15
per cent, and owner will
finance a major portion
at 8 per cent. Call C. 0.
Bondurant Realty, first
753-9954, 753-3460 or 753-
3690.
CONSIDER 
Good salosistoo art trained not bond Neither ore
doctors, lawyers, dentist or oaghwers. You cee be
in outstanding salesman and eons, $15,000, to
$20,000 or more a yeor, your very first year.
YOU NEED to be age 21 or over, arnbitious,
energetic, sports minded, have a high school
education or better.
YOU WILL attend 3 weeks of school expenses paid,
be guaranteed up to $1,000 very first month to
start.
IF YOU QUALIFY, we guarantee to teach and train
you in our succe&sful sales methods. Assign you
to sales area of your choice under the direction
and guidance of a qualified sales director.
Provide the opportunity for you to advance into
management as fast as your ability will want.
F'ring benefits include; Hospitalization, Pension
and Savings Plan.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY COMPANY
GA as. for aroma latoreirsr, abet, Los Morris, Nelda la,




bath, well with new
pump, upstairs could be
finished, some ap-
pliances and furniture,
price is only $8,500.





Lot lit. 1 In Camber Sob-
La No. 4 iss Cepaiot Sub-
bib of tan lots ars lora
amuse lots. Soso lets hoes





Don't let your bathroom look like a has
been with yesterdays decor. Bathrooms
for today and o lot of tomorrows to come
are done in MARBLE
You can see it at its best at..
Thornton Tile
And Marble
1:1'.1t% 1 }I •1\Ni
Pearson's Foreign
Car Repair
Has moved to Phillips 66 Station at 4th and Chest-
nut Street and now has more facilities to serve you
better foreign and domestic repair. We also have.
good stock of V.W. parts new, esed and rebut and
good prices. We will also be handling a good line of




Cl es at 753-0165
free picks, sod &bort
Journeyman
electricians needed.
Must be able to read schematics and have a
good knowledge of AC and DC.
Minimum of 3 years industrial experience. Ap-
ply by calling General Tire and Rubber Co.,
Personnel Office, Mayfield, Ky. (502) - 247-
6730 extension 237. Excellent fringe benefits,




45 Farms For Site
THREE BEDROOM
brick and cypress, full
bath, shag carpet,
carport. 100 x 215 foot
lot. Five miles on 94
east. Call 753-3938.
12 ACRES OF Good
cleared land. With new 3
bedroom brick, built-
ins, central heat and air.
Call 753-8615.
46 Humes For Sale
SEE THIS now. If you
want a neat clean
modern three bedroom
home with a large
fenced yard in a quiet-
private neighborhood.
Call for details, Bob
Perrin 753-3509, Claude
Miller Real Estate 753-
5064.
BY OWNER 3 bedroom
brick, built-ins, large
lot, has large stran-steel
shop building, close to
town. Call 753-8615.
FOR SALE by owner
lakefront cottage,
almost 2 acres. Phone
753-9868 8 to 5, 753-6145 6
to 10.
PLEASING, OLDER and
convenient, great for big





shopping. This 2 BR.
frame has been com-
pletely redecorated
and priced to sell.
Beautiful 3 BR. brick




schools. A real quality
home with all the ex-
tras.
Country living near
the city. Almost new 3
BR., Pi bath, brick
home with central
heat and air, modern
built-Ms. Call for ap-





siert at Irks 5 unis yes
balls
753-7724
901 *wont Merray, Ky
MOVING MUST sell 3
bedroom brick, 200 x 105
corner lot. Unqiue
sunken den and rock
fireplace. Excellent
neighborhood. 131,800.
Call 753-8850 days, 753-
3085 evenings or
weekends.
OR TRADE by owner.
Tr -level house with
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. on double lot in quiet
subdivision, one mile
from city limits on 121






two air conditioners, one
car garage, double wide
concrete drive, city
water, TV tower, storm








I1HEAR YE HEAR YE. INFLATION VS.
11-E umnEd STATES PEPERAL caott;..
46 Homes For :'Sae
REDUCED TO $31,700.
Owner transferred,
spacious 3 bedroom, 2
bath, brick home with
many extras at 1302
Kirkwood. Call 753-0846.
BY OWNER in Cen-
teridge subdivision near
Ky. Lake and Blood
River, approximately
11/2 acres with very nice
home and unfinished
storage cabin with
basement, about 250 feet
blacktop frontage on




building on one acre lot
in city limits on North
16th Street across 121
bypass. Good in-
vestment at $11,000. Call
753-2274.
LOOKING FOR a good
farm first time listed.
112 acres. This farm has
65 acre under
cultivation, remainder
in pasture and timber,
year round stock water.
Good, stock barn and
Burley barn, about 1200
feet of blacktop.
Property has cross
fences and about 80 per
cent of perimeter fen-
ced. Now is the time to
buy. Call Guy Swum
Realty, 753-7724, Your





boa*, carpet, firoploco, pos
boa, roamsduiell beside, red-
wood bum. $14.51111 to




in mid 20's. Two
bedrooms, 1/2 bath, new
carpet, 1,600 square feet
of living space, 16 x 24
garage. Call 436-2107
after 6.






house, two baths, two





1972 HONDA, 350 with
helmet 5,000 miles, very
nice. Call 489-2486.





running bike. In good
condition. $850. Call 492-
8586.
YAMAHA 650 looks and
runs good. $850.00. Call
753-8607.





49 Used Cars & Trucks
1972 DODGE AD-
VENTURER sport
pickup, full power and











Super Beetle with radial
tires. Two bedroom
mobile home. Call 1-527-
7920, after 5 p.m.
NEW 1975 CHEVROLET
2 ton truck, by owner,
never licensed. Call 753-
4652 before 5 p.m., 753-






Beauville Van, Call 753-







1975 CHEVY, VAN, 17,000









1969 GMC VAN, 1974
1968 BLUE OLD- Datsun Lir Hustler
SMOBILE 442, 1700.00. pickup. Call 753-5699 or
Call 753-4799. 753-8786.
1971 CAMARO, one owner
car. Low mileage. Call
492-8269 after 5.
GRAND PRIX 1975, black





12,000 miles. Call 435-
4382.
1968 PONTIAC, 2 door
hardtop, excellent





Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p. m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Rayn 815-966-
6262. This is a dealers
auction.
1963 CORVAIR $125.00. 
Also manual tran- 1970 VW VAN, 59,000
omission for Dodge, miles, $1,495. Call 753-
$20.00. Call 753-3132. 9710.
1965 CHEVROLET
TRUCK, 2 ton with hoist,
43,000 miles. Call 436-
2456.
1940 FORD COUPE, 1947
3/4 ton Chevrolet pickup.




cylinder, 3 speed, sharp.
$600.00. Do not call
unless interested. Call
435-4294 after 5:30.






carpet. 20 miles per
gallon. Price reduced.
Must sell, soon. Call 753-
9623.
Ms JEEP COMANDO
red with two tops. New
engine. $1,600. Call 753-
,211.
1968 Y2 TON Chevrolet
truck, automatic, power
steering. 1971 lfris ton
Chevrolet automatic,
power steering, and air.
1972 1/2 ton Chevrolet,
automatic, power




all extras. Inquire at






between 10 a.m. and 6
p.m.
1968 CLEAN FORD
Falcon Future, 4 door,
289-V8, air, automatic,
power, good tires, low




Call 753-7694 or 753-2282.
1965 OLDSMOBILE,







condition, both body and
motor. Call 753-0605.







foot travel trailer, fully
self-contained has bath
with shower. Owner will
throw in complete Reece
towing assembly, side
mirrors, brake control
and roll up antenna.
Take over payments of





sleeps 5. Call 753-3608.
POP-UP camper. Like
new, sleeps five. Stove




down camper, sleeps 6.
Equipped with stove,
sink and dinette. Call
767-4786.
CAB OVER TOPPER for
Luv, Datsun, or Toyota,
pickup. Extra nice. Call
435-4433.




of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.
Call 753-1873 after 5 p.m.
or weekends.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753-7203.
KIRBY CARPET CARE-
clean rugs of all kinds.









of color and materials.
. Also Hurricane Straps.









efficient service. No job






















struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
GENERAL BAC1CHOE
work. Gravel and top
soil. Call 436-2306.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling










for business, industry or
your home. Over 25
years experience. All






rob -tillers, and small
engines, 436-6525.
NIP & TUCK Upholstery,
free estimates, pickup
and delivery. Call 492-
8469.
J & B WELDING and
Fabrication. 24 hour
service. Six miles South






Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hih-
Burger.




JAP HAY and ear* of
corn. Call 436-5818.
TIMOTHY HAY for dile.
Call 435-4132.
GOOD RED clover and
Timothy hay. Call after
5, 753-3072.
54. Free Column
FOUR MONTH old Part
Collie puppy. Has had
distemper vaccination,
healthy and gentle. Will
make any child a lovely
pet. Call 753-8399.




One look and you'll be
hooked. Call 753-9554.
CB Operators
Your CI License Nundsor and Handle Engraved on a
Lifetime Plastic Plaque, then processed into a pin,








521 North 18th Street
This building contains the following
Centred gas beet • Control 1 air conditioning • A
200 amp service • Bieck walls • Wood floats • 8
rooms (3 of which we exceptionally large) • 2
bathrooms • The size of the beading is 48 x 118
(5664 sippers feet) • The lot size is 90 x 190 •
Zoned 1-4 • (Timm is an extra lot included in
this sale (50 x 190) *Ibis property is priced at
140,500 (which is considerably less than the
replacement cost and the recent appraised
valve)
Contact
Hugh Wilson  753-7193





before 8 or after 5.
WE'LL DONATE $2.410 to
save your carpet Take










Northwest corner East Poplar and S. 2nd St., Murray, Ky. 31/2
story brick building containing approx. 60,000 sq. ft., Elevator,
Sprinkler System; ample Electric Service, Restrooms, Office
area. Lot 200 x 300. Asphalt parking lot 69 x 156.
Adjoining lot with 17,500 sq. ft. containing corregated metal




Bank and Trust Co.
Louisville, Ky. 40201
s a•





The funeral for Mrs. Effie
Bean of Murray Route Six will
be held Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at
the Coldwater Church of
Christ with Bro. Henry Hargis
and Bro. Connie Wyatt of-
ficiating and the Church
singers providing the song
service.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will be
in the Coldwater Church
Cemetery with the Max
Churchill Funeral Home in
charge of the arrangements
where friends may call.
Mrs. Bean, age 81, widow of
Rufe Bean who died February
27, 1967, died Friday at 4:05
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was a
member of the Pleasant
Valley Church of Christ and
was the daughter of the late




Route One, and Mrs. Hulon
( Vivian) Sliger, Murray; four
sons, James and William B.
Bean of Murray Route Six,
Truman and Linzy Boyd Bean
of Murray Route Five; two
sisters, Mrs. Maggie Glass,
Mayfield, and Miss Ruby
Turner, Murray Route Six;
nineteen grandchildren;
twenty-three great grand-




Funeral services for George
T. Rickman who died Friday
at 7:45 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital will
be held Sunday at two p.m. at
the chapel of the Bolin
Funeral Home, Dresden,
Tenn., with burial to follow in
a cemetery there.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Rickman was preceded
in death by his wife, Mrs. Mae
Rickman, eleven months ago.
He was the son of the late
Albert and Nancy Puckett
Rickman, and had lived in
Benton until his retirement
and moving to Dresden, Tenn.
Surviving relatives include
one sister, Mrs. Otho Glover,
Dresden, Tenn., and three
brothers, Edd and Corbett
Rickman of Murray and




Otto Zetsche, an 81-year-old
resident of Alino, died this
morning at 6:10 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of funeral
arrangements which are




Mrs. Lena Locke, age 94,
died Friday at 7:50 a.m. at the
home of her daughter, Mrs.
Imogene Creason of Benton
Route Three.
The deceased was a
member of the North Mt. Zion
Primitive Baptist Church.
Funeral services will be
held Sunday at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with Elder
Paul Poyner officiating.
Burial will be in the North Mt.
Zion Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after two p.m.
today (Saturday).
Mrs. Locke is survived by
her daughter, Mrs. Creason;
three sons, Harry Locke,
Detroit, Mich., Warnard
Locke, Benton, and Vernon
Locke, Harrison, Mich.; one
sister, Mrs. Ellen Weber,
Florida; one brother, Hollie
Perkins, Arkansas; nine
grandchildren, and a number




Elbert P. Dunn, age 64, died
Friday at 5:50 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a resident of
Rt. 1, Alm°.
Mr. Dunn is survived by his
wife, Thelma Wallace Dunn of
the home address; two sisters,
Lavine Colson, Rt. 6, Murray,
and Nettie Arnold, 910
Sycamore; and two brothers,
Willie W. Dunn of Rt. 8,
Murray and Riley Dunn of Rt.
6, Murray.
Funeral arrangements are'
incomplete at this time:-
Mends may call at the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home after
1 p.m. today.






Brian Terry Hopkins, 13-
year-old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Hopkins, died at 2:50
p.m. Friday, at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Death followed an extended
illness.
The young boy was an
eighth grade student at
Murray Middle School and a
member of the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ. He
was born on June 21, 1962 at
Murray.
He is survived by his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ken-
neth Hopkins of Murray Route
Seven, Kingswood Sub-
division; one sister, Miss
Deborah Hopkins at home;
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Edison Hopkins of Route One,
Farmington and Mrs. Mary
Lou Paschall of 214 South 13th
Street, Murray; great-
grandparents, Carl Hopkins of
Farmington Route One, Mrs.
Sallie Spiceland of Murray
Route Four, and Mr. and Mrs.
011ie Brown of Bardwell and
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Grenn of
Elm Street, Murray.
Graveside services will be
held today ( Saturday) at two
p.m. at the Murray Memorial
Gardens with Bro. John
Hoover and Bro. John Dale
officiating.
The Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home has charge of




The menus for the lunches
at the Murray City Schools for
the week of March Ito 5 have
been announced by the
supervisor Glenda Jeffrey,
who said they are subject to
occasional change. A ham-
burger line is daily at Murray
High and Murray Middle and
bread, butter, and milk are
served daily at all schools.
Menus are as follow:
Carter and Robertson
Elementary Schools —
Monday — ham sandwich,
sweet potatoes, green peas,
and chocolate cake; Tuesday
— taco, Mexican beans, ap-
plesauce, and cookie; Wed-
nesday — beef and gravy,
creamed potatoes, cranberry
, sauce, rolls, butter, and jelly;
thursday — hamburger, corn
on cob, fruit gelatin, and
cookie; Friday — hot dog,
buttered potato, slaw, and
cake.
Murray Middle — Monday
— ham sandwich, buttered
potato, green peas, and
chocolate square; Tuesday —
corn dog, fruit gelatin, round
abouts, and cookie; Wed-
nesday — pizza, carrot sticks,
corn, and ice cream; Thur-
sday — beef and gravy, sweet
potatoes, green beuns, rolls,
butter, and jelly; Friday —
fish, pinto beans, slaw, and
cookie.
Murray High — Monday —
country fried steak, sweet
potatoes, green peas, and
cookie; Tuesday — spaghetti,
tossed salad, fruit gelatin, and
peanut butter cookie; Wed-
nesday — pizza, applesauce,
black eyed peas, and ice
cream; Thursday — sausage,
macaroni and cheese, green
; beans, and donut; Friday —
beef and gravy, creamed
potatoes, apple, cranberry
sauce, rolls, butter, and jelly.
BECAUSE...
You wanted quality service...
everyday low prices...






Is Open Each Sunday
10 a.m. til 8 p.m.
Your Southside CD offers you the best in Sun-
day shopping. Compare.. .service, price,
cleanliness, and personnel.
UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY TELETHON—Jenny Darlene
Collins has been selected to be Kentucky's United
Cerebral Palsy Poster Girl for 1976. Darlene will appear
on KFVS-TV Channel 12, Cape Girardeau, Missouri,
February 28 and 29. The event will be the United
Cerebral Palsy Telethon which will be telecast live
beginning at 10:00 p.m. Saturday, and ending on Sunday





"Hunger That Cannot Be
Filled" will be the subject of
the sermon by Dr. David Roos
at the 10:45 a.m. worship
services on Sunday, February
29, at the First Christian
Church.
Special music will be by the
Junior Choir, directed by
Margaret Porter with Gary
Galloway as organist, who will
sing "Glory to God" by
Sire thdee.
Henry Holton will be wor-
ship leader with Jane Masters
as candle lighter, and Miss
Lee Ann Boone, Mr. and Mrs.
Dennis Lane, and Robert
Put toff as greeters.
Elders serving will be Dr.
Woodfin Hutson and Bro.
William Porter. Deacons will
be Jim Clopton, Dr. Joe
Cartwright, Dr. Ron Cella,
Terry Hart, Robert Hopkins,
Don McCord, and Ron Mit-
chell.
The youth groups will meet
as follows: Junior choir
practice at 5:30 p.m., and God
Squad for supper at six p.m.
and meeting at 6:30 p.m.
The Bible Study Group will
meet in the home of Mrs. Pat
Crawford, 503 South 16th
Street, on Tuesday at 7:30
p.m.
GROUP MEET
Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at the
home of Mrs. Guthrie Chur-
chill at two p.m. Tuesday,
March 2, with Mrs. P. A. Haet
and Mrs. Bordeaux as
cohostesses and Mrs. George
Perkins as program leader.
KIRKSEY GROUP
The Kirksey Senior Citizens
will meet Monday, March 1, at
one p.m. at the Kirksey United
Methodist Church.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.8,
up 0.1.
Below dam 325.1, down 0.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.7,
no change.
Below darn 330.9, up 0.2.




George Casparian of Fulton
will conduct the morning
prayer services on Sunday,
February 29, at 10:30 a.m. at
the St. John's Episcopal
Church, Main and Broach
Streets.
Acolytes will be Robert
Whitmer, David Stripling, and
Ben Moore. Mrs. Leonard
Whitrner will be organist.
Church School and Adult
Class will be at 9:15 a.m.
Cindy Hale will be in charge of
the nursery.
All Adults and Children with
visitors welcome will meet at
3:15 p.m. Sunday at the
church to go to a skating party
at Benton.
On Tuesday, March 2, the
church will sponsor a folk
mass and pancake supper at
the church. The evening will
open with a short folk mass
which will feature guitar
playing and then close with
pancakes. The fee will be 75
cents for children, $1.25 for
adults, and $3.04 per family.
The public is invited and
proceeds will go to the St.




Rev. Jerrell White, pastor of
the Memorial Baptist Church,
will speak at the 10:50 a.m.
and 6:30 p.m. services on
Sunday, February 29, at the
church, located at 10th and
Main Streets, Murray.
Assisting in the morning
service will be Robert Perrin,
deacon of the week.
The Sanctuary Choir,
directed by Rev. Ron Ham-
pton, minister of music and
youth, with Mrs. Margaret
Wilkins as organist and Mrs.
Diane Dixon as pianist, will
present special music at the
morning service. Their
selection will be "All That
Thrills My Soul."
At the evening service the
special music will be by the
Junior and Sanctuary Choirs.
Church Teaching will be at
9:40 a.m. and Church Training
will be at 5:30 p.m. *ith Rev.
White to lead the study on
Hosea.
THE PHANTOM
17'5 BEEN A LONE CHASE ,W1TCHMAN:"
YOU SHOULP BE SHOT HERE AND NOW!
I DE FY 10U , PHANTOM
IT 15 I WHO WILL







Areas In Schools Gets Revived
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A bill to allow school officials
to establish smoking areas in
high schools has been given
another chance because Sen.
Jim Hammon, D-
Prestonsburg, decided to
change his vote on the
controversial issue.
Bro. John Dale Is
Speaker At Church
The Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will hear Bro.
John Dale speak at the 10:40
a.m, and six p.m. services on
Sunday, February 29.
"Faith So As To Move
Mountains" will be the
morning sermon topic with
David Jewell to read the
scripture from Matthew 17:20-
21. Prayers will be led by Gene
Karraker and Ed West.
The evening sermon topic
will be "Faith So As To Move
Me" with the scripture from
James 2:17-18 to be read by
Eddie Rogers. Ed Tim-
merman and Charles Hum-
phrey will lead in prayers.
Earl Nanny will make the
announcements and Jerry
Bolls will direct the song
service. Kenneth Grogan and
Frank Hargis will preside for
The Lord's Supper.
Serving on the Extension
Department will be James
Harris, James Herndon,
Newell Hopkins, and Wayne
Hopkins.





-What Andrew Told Peter"
will be the subject of the
sermon by Dr. James A.
Fisher, Sr., at the 8:45 and
10:50 a.m. services on Sunday,
February 29, at the First
United Methodist Church. His
scripture will be from John
1:35-51.
Mrs. James E. Diuguid will
sing a solo, "Come Thou
Blessed," at both morning
services. The Chancel Choir,
directed by Paul Shahan with
Mrs. Richard Farrell at the
organ, will sing the anthem,
"The Earth Is The Lord's" at
the 10:50 services.
Church School will be held
between the morning services.
The Senior High United
Methodist Youth Fellowship
will meet at six p.m. at the
church to hear Rev. Mike
Robertson speak on "The
Southern Baptist Church"
with supper later by Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Cochran.
The Junior High UMYF will
leave the church parking lot at
six p.m. for skating at the
Benton Rink.
The Paris District will hold
an Evangelistic Rally Wed-
nesday at 7:30 p.m. at the
Paris First United Methodist
Church with Dr. Doyle
Masters as speaker.
The Administrative Board
of the church will meet
Wednesday at seven p.m. in
the Gleaners Class room of the
church.
A special session of the
Memphis Annual Conference
will be held Thursday, March
4, in the chapel of Lamlxith
College, Jackson, Tenn., from
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was voted on Thursday, but
the outcome was a 15-15
deadlock and Senate
President Pro Tern Joe
Prather, D-Vine Grove,
refused to cast the deciding
vote. Prather was presiding
over the session in the absence
of U. Gov. Thelma Stovall.
Without Prather's vote, the
measure was "lost" because
of the tie and because it fell a
vote short of the constitutional
minimum of 16 votes.
But a clincher motion — a
move to make it impossible to
bring it up again — failed,
leaving proponents of the bill a
chance to dissuade their
colleagues who originally
voted against passage.
In such a case, there is only
one way to resurrect a bill.
One of the senators who voted
against it must change his
mind and then move for
reconsideration.
Hammon made that motion
Friday over objections from
senators who had voted
against the bill Thursday.
Sen. Gene Huff, a London
Republican and a minister,
criticized Hammond's change
of mind and vote.
He said he was amazed •
"how 24 hours can change" a
legislator's thinking and 1.
suggested that Hammond was .,
a victim of "pressure, in-
timidations and tradeouts." ,
Huff also questioned
whether the freshman senator
had the right to reconsider his
vote, since the deadlocked
vote meant there was no
"prevailing side."
But Mrs. Stovall ruled that
the prevailing side consisted
of opponents of the bill, a
group which had included
Hammond.
She ruled that Hammond
could make the motion to
reconsider the smoking bilL
Senate Majority Leader Tom
Garrett, D-Paducah, and
Prather backed her decision.
The upper chamber then
defeated a "privileged
motion" by Huff to put off a
vote until March 4, then
passed 18-11 Hammond' 11




















36 Glossy paint 44 Sharpen
29 Female rutl 
37 Hebrew 47 Article
32 Shovel 
fest/yet 48 Tattered
33 Jargon 40 B
usiness cloth
34 Lances 
stationery 51 Symbol for
35 Reader in 
abbrevia- tellurium
Church se,- tic"' 
53 A state
vices 4
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Family Tickets. . .$7.00
These tickets entitles 1 man and wife and all
their children's admission
Tickets on Sale Now At
Bank of Murray, Peoples Bank,
Long John Silvers and Montgomery Ward
Dine By Candlelight
Friday & Saturday Night
  at
Rudy's Restaurant
On Th6 Squire In Murray
—Feat tiring—
Prime Rib of Beef
Choice Steaks
L
Our Famous
Catfish
Saturday Night Only
Fried Chicken
Hot Biscuits
it Gravy
